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It is an interestingfactthat,witha small numberofexceptions,a systematic
philosophical foundation for logic, a foundation for logic rather than for
mathematics or language, has rarelybeen attempted.1 In this essay I aim
to understand why this is the case, utilize this understanding to develop
an appropriate foundational methodology, and use this methodology to
construct an outline of a philosophical foundation for logic. The notion
of a philosophical foundation will be clear to some readers, but due to the
diverse readership of thisjournal it would be useful to brieflyspell out and
motivatethe kind of philosophical foundation I have in mind.
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By a philosophical foundationforlogic I mean in this paper a substantive
philosophical theorythat criticallyexamines and explains the basic features
of logic, the tasks logic performsin our theoretical and practical life,the
veridicalityof logic- including the source of the truth and falsehood of
both logical and meta-logical claims,2 the grounds on which logical theories should be accepted (rejected, or revised), the ways logical theories are
constrained and enabled by the mind and the world, the relations between
logic and related theories (e.g., mathematics),the source of the normativity
of logic, and so on. The list is in principle open-ended since new interests
and concerns may be raised by different
persons and communitiesat present
in
and
the future. In addition, the investigationitselfis likelyto raise new
questions (whetherlogic is similarto otherdisciplinesin requiringa grounding in reality,what the distinctivecharacteristicsof logical operators are,
etc.).
A foundational theoryof this kind does not purport to be infallible. Like
all other human theories it is subject to standards appropriate to its field
(in the presentcase, philosophy and meta-logic), and it is open to criticisms
and improvements. The foundation it seeks is a foundation for logic in a
broad sense- the discipline of logic ratherthan a specificlogical theorybut it should provide us with tools for criticizing,justifying,evaluating,
constructing,and improvingspecifictheories. These elements- critical examination, veridicaljustification,epistemicevaluation, and so on, as well as
creating theoretical tools for these tasks- are the main elements of what I
call "grounding" in this paper.
The motivationforengaging in a foundational project of this kind is both
general and particular,both intellectualand practical, both theoreticaland
applicational. Partly,the project is motivated by an interestin providing
a foundation for knowledge in general- i.e., a foundation both for human
knowledge as a whole and foreach branch of knowledge individually(logic
being one such branch). Partly,the motivationis specificto logic, and is due
to logic's unique features: its extreme"basicness", generality,modal force,
normativity,ability to preventan especially destructivetype of error (logical contradiction, inconsistency),ability to expand all types of knowledge
(throughlogical inference),etc. In both cases the interestis both intellectual
and practical. Finally, our interestis both theoreticaland applicational: we
are interestedin a systematictheoreticalaccount of the nature,credentials,
and scope of logical reasoning, as well as in its applications to specificfields
and areas.
Given the broad scope of the foundational project of logic, there is no
question of encompassing its fullrange in this essay. What I am looking for
is a fruitfulstandpointfromwhichto approach thisprojectand a constructive
2Fromspecific
claimslike"No objectis bothroundandnotround"to
object-language
inference-forms
arelogically
validorinvalid.
claims,e.g.,thatcertain
general
meta-linguistic
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investigationthat addresses some of its key questions in a unifiedmanner.
Such an investigationwould serve as a startingpoint for a more complete
foundation and, just as importantly,as a catalyst for furthertheoretical
discussion of the foundationsof logic.
Logic, however,is a very broad discipline, and the present investigation
does not purport to apply to all its branches. Instead, it focuses on that
branch which in our time is often referredto as "mathematical logic" and
in earlier times took the formsof syllogisticlogic, Fregean logic, and typetheoreticlogic. And even here it is largelyconcerned with finitisticversions
of this branch. These and other self-imposedrestrictionswill enable us to
be more specific on the questions we address in this paper and will give
us the space to discuss several issues of interestto mathematical as well as
philosophical logicians. These include, forexample, Feferman'scriticismof
what he called the Tarski-Sher thesis (Feferman [1999], [2010]), the relation between logic and mathematics,the possibilityof extendingstructuralism frommathematics to logic, and topics of relevance to model-theoretic
logic.
I have said that systematicattempts to construct a philosophical foundation for logic have been rare. But was not the period between the late
19th-centuryand the early 20th-centurya period of "foundational studies
in logic and mathematics", indeed a period of extraordinarygrowth and
remarkablebreakthroughsin this area? The answer is "Yes" with a caveat.
Yes, there were foundational investigationsand groundbreaking developments, but for the most part they aimed at a foundation for mathematics,
withlogic playinga mostlyinstrumental,ifcrucial, role. Frege, forexample,
developed a logical systemthat would provide a foundation formathematics, but aside from a few hints, did not attempt to provide a systematic
philosophical foundation for logic itself. Russell improved and furtherdeveloped Frege's logicism,but although he appreciated the need to provide a
systematicphilosophical explanation of logic itself one that would answer
such questions as: "In virtue of what are logical propositions true?"- he
despaired of accomplishing this task. Thus he says:
The fundamentalcharacteristicof logic, obviously,is thatwhich is
indicated when we say that logical propositions are true in virtue
of theirform.... I confess, however,that I am unable to give any
clear account of what is meant by sayingthata proposition is "true
in virtueof its form". Russell [1938, xii]
Indeed, many of the momentous discoveries in meta-logic (by Hilbert,
Godei, Turing, and others) are commonly designated as contributions to
"meta-mathematics". These epochal achievements,however,are not irrelevant to thefoundationalproblemof logic. On thecontrary,by givingrise to a
sophisticatedlogical frameworkand establishingitsmathematicalproperties
theycreated a fertileground for a theoretical foundation forlogic. It is all
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the more surprising,therefore,that few20th- and 21st-centuryphilosophers
have taken up the challenge. Many have believed thata substantive,theoretical foundation forlogic is impossible, some have considered it superfluous,
quite a few have been content to simply say that logic is obvious, others
have viewed logic as conventional, hence not in need of a foundation, and
so on.
This tendencyto avoid a philosophical engagementwith the foundational
problem of logic is not limitedto the recentpast. We can see it in the great
philosophical systemsof the 17thand 18thcentury.Take Kant, forexample.
Without purportingto offerscholarlyexegesis of Kant's philosophy of logic,
we maynote thatKant's approach to logic is quite different
fromhis approach
to other disciplines. While Kant set out to provide a foundation forhuman
knowledge in its entirety,he took formal logic largely as given. Logic,
Kant emphasizes, has not required a major revision since Aristotle, and
although there is room forclarificationsand adjustments, there is no need
forestablishingthe "certainty"of logic:
That logic has already, from the earliest times, proceeded upon
this sure path is evidenced by the fact that since Aristotle it has
not required to retrace a single step, unless, indeed, we care to
count as improvementsthe removal of certain needless subtleties
or the clearer exposition of its recognisedteaching,featureswhich
concern the elegance ratherthan the certaintyof the science.
Kant [1781/7, Bviii]
The scarcity of attempts to provide a theoretical foundation for logic is
especially notable in light of epistemologists' recognition that logic has a
special standingin knowledge. Compare logic and physics,forexample. It is
quite common to say thatphysicsis bound by thelaws of logic but logic is not
bound by the laws of physics,that a serious errorin logic mightundermine
our physical theory,but a serious errorin physicswould not undermineour
logical theory. And it stands to reason that the more general, basic and
normativea given fieldof knowledge is, the more importantit is to provide
it with a foundation. Neverthelessa theoreticalfoundationforlogic, and in
particular a non-trivializingfoundation,has rarelybeen attempted. Why?
Clearly, the failure to attempt such a foundation is not due to neglect,
oversight,or intellectual limitations. The extraordinaryadvances in logic
and meta-logic on the one hand, and the wealth of attempts to construct
a philosophical foundation formathematicsand science on the other, suggest that neitherneglect nor intellectualhandicaps are the problem. In my
view, the source of the problem is methodological. Certain featuresof the
customaryfoundational methodologymake it veryproblematicto construct
a philosophical foundation for logic, and the firststep in confrontingthe
foundational problem of logic is, therefore,dealing withthe methodological
difficulty.
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I. Methodology.
1. The illusion of foundationalism.Since the inception of philosophy in
ancient Greece, the dominant method of providinga foundationforknowledge has been thefoundationalistmethod. Foundationalism seeks to establish all human knowledge on a solid foundation of (i) basic knowledge,and
(ii) knowledge-extending
procedures. Commonly,basic knowledgeis required
to be indubitable,and the knowledge-extendingproceduresincontrovertible.
Speaking in termsof beliefs,the idea is that a givenbeliefconstitutesknowledge iff(if and only if) it is eitherbasic or obtained frombasic beliefsby an
absolutely reliable procedure. In termsof a systemof knowledge (a partially
idealized notion of a collection of disciplines that constituteour integrated
body of theoreticalknowledge), the view is that a proper systemof knowledge has units of two kinds- basic and non-basic ("derivable"); each basic
unit is indubitablytrue,and each non-basic unit "inherits"the truthof some
basic units throughhighlyreliable procedures. Foundationalism purportsto
manner:
provide a foundationforknowledge in a simple and straightforward
(i) Basic items of knowledge are grounded in reality(the world),3 or whatever else theymightbe grounded in, directly,throughdirectexperience,
rational intuition,convention,etc.
(ii) Non-basic items of knowledge are grounded indirectly,throughreliable
knowledge-extendingprocedures (deductive, inductive, and possibly
others).
A salient featureof foundationalistsystemsis theirstrictordering.Foundationalism imposes a non-trivial ordering requirementon our system of
knowledge, reflectedin metaphors like the tree and the pyramid. This requirementsays that paradigmaticallythe groundingrelation (i) is irreflexive,
asymmetric,4and transitive,(ii) has an absolute base consistingof minimal
(initial, atomic) elements, and (iii) connects each non-minimal element to
one or more minimal elementsby a finitechain. This salient featureof foundationalist epistemology is both an asset and a handicap- both a source
of its considerable attraction, and a cause of its ultimate failure. On the
one hand, foundationalism is capable of reducing the unmanageable task
of grounding our entire systemof knowledge in realityto the (seemingly)
manageable task of grounding only its basic constituents in reality. On
the other hand, foundationalism has no resources for grounding the basic constituentsof knowledge. This is the basic-knowledgepredicamentof
foundationalistepistemology.The same strictorderingwhich made foundationalism so attractivein the firstplace creates a formidableobstacle to the
31use
inthispaper.
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realization of itspromise. Since thebasic unitsof knowledgelie at thebottom
of the foundationalisthierarchy,no unit (or combination of units) is suitably
situated to produce the requisiteresources forgroundingthe basic units.
We may put this in inference-form
as follows:
1. It is a central principleof foundationalistepistemologythat to ground
X we can only use resourcesmore basic than those generatedby X.
2. It is a centralprincipleof foundationalistepistemologythatthegrounding of our systemof knowledge is reduced to the groundingof the basic
units.
3. It is a central principle of foundationalistepistemology that our system of knowledge cannot generate more basic resources than those
generatedby the basic units.
Conclusion 1: No unit of knowledge can produce resources for grounding
the basic units.
Conclusion2: No unit of knowledge can produce resources for grounding
our systemof knowledge.
Since, due to its special properties(especially its high generality,intuitive
basicness, normativeforce,etc.) logic is categorized as a "basic discipline" by
foundationalism,foundationalismis incapable of providinga foundationfor
logic. Placing logic at thebase means thatwhilelogic can provide (or partake
in providing) a foundation for other sciences, no science (or combination
of sciences) can provide a foundation forlogic. Yet, since a serious errorin
logic will undermineour entiresystemof knowledge, a foundationforlogic
is imperative.Such a foundationcould, perhaps, ground logic in something
otherthanreality(conceivably,themind); but forfoundationalismto endure,
a solid foundation for logic must be provided. Must and cannot. Having
postulated (i) that any resource forfoundinglogic must be more basic than
the resources produced by logic itself,and (ii) that there are no resources
more basic than those produced by logic, foundationalismis committedto
the inabilityof our systemof knowledge to constructa foundationforlogic.
This is the basic-knowledge predicamentas it applies to logic.
This predicamentleaves foundationalismwith two alternatives: (a) show
thatlogic does not requirea foundationafterall, or (b) show thatitis possible
to provide a foundation forlogic without using any resources produced by
our systemof knowledge.
Alternative1: No foundationforlogic. Foundationalists mighttryto justifythe "no foundation" approach by arguing that since it is impossible (for
anyone, foundationalistor non-foundationalist)to provide a foundationfor
logic, it is unfairto fault the foundationalistfornot providingone. Or they
mightargue thatno matterwhat methodology one chooses, groundingmust
stop at some point; why not at logic? Neither argument, however,would
stand. What follows fromthe impossibilityof providing a foundation for
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logic is the unviabilityof foundationalism,not its inculpability. If, to perform its job, foundationalism has to accomplish an impossible feat, then
foundationalismmust be renounced, not excused. And grantingthe practical necessityof stopping the groundingprocess at some point, not all points
are equal as faras foundationalismgoes. Leaving a higherarea ungrounded
would have few ramificationsfor the overall structure,but leaving a lower
area, and especially a widelyconnected lower area, ungrounded could have
serious consequences. If logic is ungrounded,then,due to its position in the
foundationalisthierarchy,the entiresystemof knowledge is ungrounded. It
is a structuralpredicamentof foundationalismthat leaving the higherdisciplines ungrounded would undercut its raison d"etre, while leaving the basic
disciplines ungrounded would undermineits integrity.
Alternative2: Foundation withoutresources produced by our system of
knowledge. This appears the solution of choice to the basic-knowledge
predicament. It is inherentin the foundationalistmethod,many of its adherin kind from
entswould say,thatthe foundationof the basic units is different
that of the other units. The formerutilizes no knowledge-based resources,
- a foundation "for free", so to speak.
and in this sense it is free-standing
Three contenders fora free-standingfoundation of logic are: (a) pure intuition, (b) common-sense obviousness, and (c) conventionality.All, however,
are highlyproblematic. From the familiarproblems concerning Platonism
to the fallibilityof "obviousness" and the possibility of introducingerror
throughconventions, it is highlyquestionable whetherthese contenders are
viable. We cannot rule out the feasibilityof internalrevisionin these or other
attemptsto overcome the inherentimpedimentsof foundationalism,but the
severityof these impedimentssuggeststhat a search fora new methodological strategyis more promising.
2. The "Foundation withoutFoundationalism"strategy.If the bulk of our
criticismsis correct,the traditionalfoundationaliststrategyforconstructing
a foundation forlogic (and forour systemof knowledge in general) should
be rejected. It is true that for a long time the foundationalist strategyhas
been our only foundational strategy,and as a resultmany of its featureshave
become entangled in our conception of a foundation,but thisentanglement
can and ought to be unraveled. Indeed, it has already been challenged by
, strategies. "Holism", as it is used
20th-centuryholistic,or anti-hierarchical
in thispaper, has itsroots in Quine's use of thisterm,and itemphasizes theexistenceof a large,non-hierarchical,networkof connections between various
itemsof knowledge, along the lines delineated in Section 6 of Quine [1951].5
referred
toas "confirmation
5Inthephilosophical
literature
thistypeofholism
issometimes
holism",butI willnotusethistermhere.In thecourseofthispaperI willdevelopa type
itfromother
andI willdistinguish
ofholismthatis suitable
forfoundational
investigations
I use"holism"ina moregeneric
way.
typesofholism.Athispoint,however,
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But the holistic route has often led to a total abandonment of the foundational project, and I am reluctantto follow it in this respect. My goal is an
epistemic strategythat is both freeof the unnecessary encumbrances of the
foundationalist strategyand stronglycommitted to the groundingproject.
Following Shapiro [1991], I will call such a strategya foundation without
foundationalism.
The key to a foundational yet not foundationalistmethod lies in freeing
of thefoundationalistmethodourselvesfromtherigidordering-requirement
be rigidlyordered,then the
If
we
demand
that
the
relation
ology.
grounding
to
us
is
the
foundationalist
route
route
(or somethinglike it). But
only
open
why should the grounding relation be required to have this specificformal
structure? Why should the image of "foundation" underlyingpast epistemologies controlour search fora foundationtoday? Granted, logic itselfprovides an example of a rigidly-ordered
method ofjustification,but doing logic
and providinga philosophical foundation forlogic are two different
things.
will
the
foundationalist
however,
itself,
Relaxing
orderingrequirementby
not automatically lead to a bettertheory.A prime example of a holisticdoc- a view thatregards
trinefreeof the rigidorderinginjunctionis coherentism
the coherence of,or internalrelationsbetween,our various beliefsand theories as the main factorin theirjustification.6In radical formsof coherentism
grounding-in-reality
plays no role injustifyingknowledge,while in othersits
role varies,depending on theparticularversionof coherentismat hand. Limitingourselvesto radical coherentism(forthepurpose of pursuingour line of
reasoning), we may say that this coherentismis not just anti-foundationa/w/
but also anti-foundation^/in our sense.7 Foundationalism and (radical)
coherentism,indeed, mark two extremesof the foundation- no-foundation
divide. We can characterize these two methodologies as follows:
Strict Ordering
Use of
of the Grounding KnowledgeRelation
Based Resources
in the Grounding
Process
Foundationalism required

restrictedto
the grounding
of non-basic

Substantial
Veridical
Grounding
of
Knowledge
required

knowledge
Coherentism

not required

unrestricted

not required.

6See,e.g.,Kvanvig
[20071.
7Fornon-radical
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ofcoherentism
see,e.g.,Lehrer[1974,1990]andBonJour
[1985].
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It is readily seen, however,that foundationalism and coherentismdo not
exhaust the whole array of possible configurationsof the above parameters.
One configurationleftout is:
Strict Ordering

Use of
KnowledgeBased Resources

not required

unrestricted

Substantial
Veridical
Grounding
required.

This configurationpermitsus to employ all the resources available to us,
including resources generated by our systemof knowledge, throughoutthe
grounding process, yet it does not relax the requirementof a substantial
veridical groundingforall disciplines. The key idea is that thereis no inherent connection between the requirementof veridical grounding (grounding
or justificationcentered on truth) and the requirementthat some types of
knowledge be grounded without use of any resources produced by any part
of our systemof knowledge. The two will be connected ifwe assume that all
grounding relations must satisfythe foundationalistorderingrequirement,
but this assumption is unwarranted. It is sometimes argued that strictordering is needed to avoid infiniteregress and circularity,but it is widely
acknowledged that regressand circularityare not always vicious. Indeed,
it is not clear that recoil fromall formsof regressand circularityis not the
outcome, ratherthan the cause, of an unquestioning acceptance of the rigid
orderingrequirement.
The new methodology,it is readily seen, is both holisticand foundational.
In rejecting foundationalism's rigid ordering requirement it is a holistic
methodology; in being committed to a (substantial) veridical grounding
of knowledge it is a foundational methodology. I will call it "foundational
holism". Foundational holism is a foundation-without-foundationalism
methodology. It shares foundationalism'scommitmentto a stronggrounding, but it says that we need not encumber ourselves with unreasonable
restrictions,and it grants us maximum freedom in designing and carrying
out the grounding project. Unlike foundationalism,it does not determine
in advance either the formal structureof, or the resources used in, each
stage of the groundingprocess; and unlike radical coherentism,its does not
give up on, or in any way compromise, the application of robustveridicality
standards to our systemof knowledge (logic included).
It should be noted that while holism is sometimes identifiedwith the idea
that we can only consider our systemof knowledge as a whole (as one unit)
- inreality
- all knowledge,
as I do,I prefer
to leave
including
logicalknowledge
knowledge
and minean openquestion.Accordtherelation
between
theirconception
of knowledge
- one thatis also more
- "foundational
I usea different
holism"
titleformyposition
ingly,
informative.
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and not as a structureof differentiableunits, the present conception of
holism emphasizes the interconnectedness
of significantly
differentiated
units
of knowledge. In this sense, ours is a relational or a structuralholism rather
than a "one unit" holism. Foundational holism conceives of our corpus of
knowledgeas a highly-structured
composite system,withmultiplesignificant
constituentsstandingin multiplesignificantrelationships.This richstructure
and justifyingknowlproduces manifoldavenues forobtaining,transmitting,
edge, settingthe ground fora non-foundationalistfoundationforknowledge.
A well-knownmetaphor thatfitsour idea of foundational holism is "Neurath'sboat" (Neurath [1921, 1932]). Our systemof knowledge,according to
this metaphor, is a boat in the sea, and one of the central questions we are
facingis: "What do we, its sailors, do when a hole opens at the bottom of the
boat?". On the foundationalistaccount we take the boat to the shore, dock
it, and standing on firmground repair the boat. The anti-foundationalist
account is more complex. There is no Archimedean standpoint, no firm
ground for us to stand on. To solve the problem we find a temporary
foothold in some relativelysound area of the boat, use the available tools (or
build new tools using available resources), repair the hole (as best we can),
and continue sailing. Once we have mended one area of theboat, we use it as
a temporaryposition forinvestigatingthe soundness of, and making repairs
in, other areas. We may use these areas to create new tools forre-patching
(or betterpatching) the original hole, and so on. In this way any section of
the boat can (in principle) be repaired,and any section can (in principle) be
used as a foothold.
The Neurath-Boat metaphoris sometimeviewed as a coherentistmetaphor.
But while it is possible (and, depending on your reading of Neurath himself,possibly historicallyaccurate) to interpretthismetaphor as representing
coherentism,it is also possible to interpretit as representingfoundational
holism. Indeed, the metaphor itselfsuggeststhe latterinterpretation.In the
firstplace, theboat existsin a real sea, part of thereal world,and is affectedby
real forces: winds, rain, waves, underwatercurrents,and so forth.Its sailors,
therefore,must take these forces into consideration in choosing a method
for mending the boat. (They cannot use water-soluble materials to patch
the boat.) In the second place, Neurath Boat is not driftinghaphazardly in
the sea, nor is it a recreationboat. The boat, as representingour systemof
knowledge, is on a mission to explore the world (sea) and has to face whatever difficultiesare associated with this goal. Finally, where do the boat's
sailors obtain their resources but fromthe sea and its elements, i.e., from
the world. Neurath's Boat, thus, is heavilyinvestedin, constrained by, and
directedat theworld,and as such is an apt metaphorforfoundationalholism.
The foundational holistic methodology,as it is reflectedin the Neurathboat metaphor, considerably increases the resources available to us in carryingout the foundational project. First, it introduces a dynamic element
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into the groundingprocess: the grounding of knowledge proceeds in steps,
where at each juncture we are freeto move in different
directions,including
a back-and-forthmovement that is ruled out by the strictordering of the
foundationalist method. Second, we can approach the grounding project
frommultipleperspectivesand use the resources produced by multipleunits
in multiple areas of knowledge. And third,we can in principle forgemultiple routes from the differentbranches of knowledge to reality,including
new routes of referenceand correspondence. The interweavingof resources,
back-and-forthmovement, and new routes of reference(correspondence)
will be on display later on, e.g., in the discussion of mathematics and its
dynamic interactionwith logic.8
One of the distinctivefeaturesof foundational holism as a Neurath-Boat
methodology is its ability to deal with circularityin a sensible yet flexible
manner. All formsof circularityare banned by foundationalism,but this is
neithernecessary nor desirable. It is not necessary because not all formsof
circularityare destructive,and it is not desirable because (i) it preventsus
fromengagingin perfectlyrational and fruitful
endeavors, and (ii) it deprives
us of the use of powerfulcognitivetools. Let me elaborate.
By circularityI understand, in this paper, the use of X, or some constituentsof X, in criticallystudyingX, developing a foundational theory
of X, justifyingX, etc. Now, thereis no question that we need to use other
tools besides logical tools in providing a theoretical foundation for logic.
The question is whetherwe can legitimatelyuse some logical tools in this
enterprise.Given the basicness of logic, thisis unavoidable: we cannot make
any step in theorizingabout anythingwithoutusing some logic; in particular
we cannot theorize about logic itselfwithout using some logic.
But is the use of circularitycompatible with the foundational project?
Foundational holism's answer is "Yes". While it is truethatbrute circularity
("P; thereforeP") has an unacceptable trivializingeffect,in other cases
thereare ways of minimizingthis effect.One importantdevice foravoiding
trivializationis bringingdiverseelementsintothefoundationalmix. To provide
a foundation for X, we may use some constituents of X in combination
with other things,external to X, and possibly new combinations of things
involving (related to) X. Circularity,then, becomes partial. At each stage
we use only part of X, at differentstages we use different
parts of X, we use
and
we
are
in
to
constituents
of
other things addition
X,
always open to the
possibility of revisingX. This is characteristicof the foundational holistic
method. In the same way thatwe can use a patch in a boat as a standpointfor
collecting resources to create a new, betterpatch to replace it, so we can use
components of our currentlogical theoryto create resources forgrounding,
findingflawsin, replacing, or improvingthat same logic. Below we will see
8For a more
see Sher
and correspondence
generaldiscussionof routesof reference
[forthcoming].
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how, using elements of our currentlogical theoryin conjunction with other
things,we will be able to investigatelogic's grounding in reality,develop a
criterionof logicality,study the relations between logic and mathematics,
create tools for criticallyevaluating specificlogical theories (including the
one we are using), and so on. An especially fruitfuluse of this process is
in groundingtwo disciplines in tandem, or at least understandinghow they
develop in tandem, each drawing resources fromthe other in a continuous
step-by-stepprocess. Our account of the intertwineddevelopment of logic
and mathematicsbelow is a case in point.
Some might worry about circularity'sability to introduce error into the
foundational study,and those who are haunted by the destructiveparadoxes
of the late 19th-and early 20th-centurymightbe especially attuned to this
danger. They might worry that circularity,broadly construed as encomand similar phenomena, would give
passing self-reference,
impredicativity,
rise to paradoxes like Russell's and the Liar. It is clear, however,that not
all circularityis destructivein this way. Afterall, our paradigm of circular
reasoning, "P; thereforeP", is logicallyvalid, and as such does not introduce
errorinto any theory.This does not make it suitable fora foundational study
(it is also a paradigm of triviality),but it shows that circularityper se does
not introduceerrorinto our theories.
Another reason people might cite for prohibitingcircularityin foundational studies is that it supposedly precludes the discoveryof error. It might
be thought,forexample, thatwe cannot hope to discovererrorsin our logical
principlesgiven that we have to use them in the discoveryprocess. I believe
thisis not thecase. Of course, a careless use of circularitywould be detrimental to the discoveryof error,but this is not the case with carefuluses. Using
logic does not mean being blinded by one's use of logic. Take, forexample,
Russell's discoveryof a paradox in Frege's logic. In discoveringthisparadox
Russell had to use some logic. Which logic did he use? Clearly, he had to
use a quite powerfullogic, a logic more powerfulthan, say, sententiallogic.
But neithertype-theoreticlogic (which he developed only afterdiscovering
the paradox, and largelyas a means of avoiding it) nor standard lst-order
logic plus axiomatic set theorywere available at the time. In all likelihood,
he used somethingon the order of Frege's logic, but he used it flexibly,spar- holding offsome
ingly,partially,dynamically,critically,and intelligently
parts, switchingfrompart to part, and so on- so the paradox could come
to light. A similar,perhaps more perspicuous, case mightbe the discovery
of the "heterological" paradox, which in all likelihood was done using a
language susceptible to semantic paradoxes. Likewise, the discoveryof the
Liar paradox was done in a language that is not immune to such paradoxes.
In fact, a careful use of circularitymightenhance our cognitive powers.
This is famouslydemonstratedin meta-logic,where Gödel's method of representingsyntax by means of (the same) syntax testifiesto the considerable
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advantage that a critical use of circularitycan gain us. I will call circularity
used to furtherour epistemicgoals "constructivecircularity".9Constructive
circularity,indeed, is a constituentof many philosophical methods: Rawls'
[1971] method of reflectiveequilibrium,Glymour's [1980] bootstrap method,
Gupta & Belnap's [1993] revisionmethod, and others.10
It is importantto note, however,that although foundational holism sanctions some uses of circularity(in particular,constructivecircularity),it does
not give circularitya blanket endorsement. Foundational holism recognizes
both the dangers of circularityand its advantages. It demands that as theorists we are constantlyon guard to avoid destructivecircularity,yet it also
encourages us to make use, and to search fornew forms,of constructivecircularity.Furthermore,to avoid destructivecircularityit allows us to accept
certain compromises (e.g., the customary limitationof models to universes
consisting of proper sets), and most importantly,it demands that we use
circularitycriticallyand withcaution.
With the foundational holistic methodology at hand, we are ready to
proceed to the second, constructive,part of our solution to the foundational
problem of logic. Our nexttask is to constructan actual foundationforlogic
using the new methodology. Since this methodology does not determinean
actual foundation, let alone a unique foundation, we will have to engage
in a series of investigationsto arrive at such a foundation. In attending
to this task I will treat the foundational problem of logic as a theoretical
problem, analogous to other theoretical problems investigated in science,
mathematics,logic, and philosophy,ratherthan as a problem of spelling out
our pre-theoreticalintuitionson logic. As a result,the investigationmight
lead to a critical outlook on some constituentsof the prevalentconception
of logic and suggest revisions of some of its components. This, I believe,
is as it should be. I should also note that my focus, in searching for a
foundation for logic, will not be on logic's use in natural language, as were
many philosophical discussions of logic in the 20th-century.Instead I will
focus on the veridicalityof logic, its contributionto our overall system of
knowledge, and its relation to mathematics.11
No connection
of "destructive".
'"Constructive"
hereis usedsimplyas an antonym
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inmeta-logic/mathematics
or thephilosophy
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II. An Outline of a Foundation.
1. Logical consequence and its veridicality.Let us begin with some of the
roles that logic plays, or is intended to play, in our system of knowledge.
It is reasonable to expect that due to our biological, cognitive, and other
limitations,we are in need of a powerfuluniversalinstrument
for expanding
our knowledge.And one effective
of
this
need
is
way fulfilling
by constructing
a theory (method, system) of inferenceor consequence. Such a theorywill
single out a type of consequence that transmitstruth from sentences to
sentences in all fields of knowledge and with an especially strong modal
force.12This role or task (or a major part of it) is assigned to logic.
Another role that logic plays has to do with preventionof error. Being
fallible creatures,we require methods for discoveringand correctingerror.
Now, while some errorsare limitedto a specificarea of knowledge,otherscan
occur in any field. And while some errorsare relativelyinnocuous, othersare
pernicious. The occurrence of errorsthat are bothpernicious and universal
calls fora powerfuland universal instrumentfor removingand preventing
errors(contractingand constrainingour body of beliefs).13
Apart fromprovidingthe above two (and related) services to our system
of knowledge, logic is itselfa branch of knowledge: a theoreticaldiscipline
withitsownsubjectmatter. One of its importantjobs, therefore,is to provide
theoreticalknowledge about this subject-matter.14
The view that logic is a genuine branch of knowledge is contested by those
who view it as a mere practical instrument.Logic, according to theirview,
does not have a distinctsubject-matterof its own, and thereforeit is not in
the business of providingtheoreticalknowledge. This view oftenappeals to
the "topic neutralityof logic": to be neutral to everytopic, so the thought
goes, is to have no topic at all.
I think this view is based on a confusion. Logic is indeed topic neutral,
but being topic-neutralis not the same thingas not having a subject-matter
of its own. Logic does have a subject-matterof its own. Its subject-matter
is logical inference,logical inconsistency,logical truth,etc., where these are
considerations
like"Giventheintended
roleoflogicin oursystem
ofknowledge,
itmakes
sensetoconsider
X logically
valid",andso on.
12Atthis
as a general
term
ofourlanguage,
notas a philosophical
pointI use"modalforce"
term-of-art
associatedwith,say,Kripkesemantics.
As we progress,
I willmakethisterm
morespecific
andexplainwhatitdoesanddoesnotmean.
13Sincesucherrors
arisefrom
violation
ofspecially
anduniversal
strong
principles,
princia singlemethod
beable
inferences,
plesofthekindneededtolicenseespecially
strong
might
toperform
bothroles.
14In
oflogicas a branchofknowledge
I do notdrawa sharpdistinction
between
thinking
whatis commonly
labeled"logic"and whatis commonly
labeled"meta-logic",
or at least
somepartsthereof.For example,thesemantic
and prooftheoretic
definitions
of logical
buthereI regard
themas partsofthediscipline
consequence
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very differentfrom the subject-mattersof other disciplines. Logic studies
the special conditions under which an inferenceis logically valid, a sentence
is logically true, a theoryis logically consistent. It tells us whetherspecific
inferences,sentences,and theories satisfythese conditions. And it develops
a systematictheory of these things,one that views them fromseveral perspectives,includinga proof-theoreticperspectiveand a semanticperspective.
In spite of having a definitesubject-matter,logic is topic neutral. Its
topic neutralityconsists in the fact that it applies the same tests of logical
validity,logical truth,etc., to inferencesand sentencesin all area of discourse,
regardlessof theirsubject matter.
Having these theoreticaland instrumentaltasks to perform,logic must be
subjected to highstandards of truthand instrumentalsuccess. Epistemically,
thismeans thatlogic is in need of a foundation,and in particularitsclaims to
truthand success require a criticaljustificationand substantiveexplanation.
Here, however,we seem to be pulled in opposite directions. To the extent
that logic's subject-matteris linguistic (conceptual, mental), logic requires
a grounding in language, concepts, or more broadly the mind. But to the
extent that logic has to work in the world and has to be factually true, it
requires a grounding in the world (reality, fact). I.e., to the extent that
logic is an instrumentforexpanding knowledgeof the worldand preventing
incorrectdepiction of the world by theory (theoretical error), and to the
extentthat it is charged with saying true things about its subject-matter,it
requires a grounding in reality. In my view, the apparent conflictbetween
the need to ground logic in the mind and the need to ground it in the world
is just that: apparent. Logic, like all other branches of knowledge, requires
a grounding both in the mind and in the world. And since here we are
primarilyconcerned with a veridicalgrounding of logic, it is its grounding
in the world that primarilyconcerns us.
Now, by saying that logic is grounded in the world we do not mean to say
thatit is grounded in all (or just any) featuresof the world. Our claim is that
thereare certain (highlyspecific)featuresof the world that logic is grounded
in (where "world" is understood in a relativelybroad way), and our task is
to explain whylogic is grounded in the world at all, what specificfeaturesof
the world it is grounded in, and how these featuresground it. In pursuing
thistask we will use the foundational-holisticmethod. We will startwiththe
more general aspects of logic's grounding in realityand become more and
more specificas we progress.
Viewing logic as oriented toward the world (in one way or another) is
not without precedent. Wittgenstein,for example, said that logic "shows"
("displays", "mirrors") the logical form of the world [1921, 4.121. 6.126.13]. Quine said that "[lļogical theory... is . . . world-orientedratherthan
15
language-oriented" [1970/86, p. 97], And Tarski characterized semantic
indicate
l5Boldwordsincitations
myownemphasis.
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notions in general as having to do with the relation between language and
the world [1933, p. 252], [1936, p. 401], from which it follows (whether
he himself was aware of this or not) that the semantic notions of logic
("logical consequence", "logical inconsistency", etc.) have something
indeed, somethingsignificant to do with the world. Be that as it may,the
main issue is whether logic in fact requires a grounding in the world and
why.
One straightforwardconsideration in support of the view that it does is
common-sensical: There is a very real sense in which a proposed logical
system (theory) either works or does not work in the world. For example, a logical system that contains a law like affirmingthe consequent will
normally not work in the world, while a systemcontaining the law of affirmingthe antecedent (Modus Ponens) normally will. This is not because
the antecedentis more elegant, or more intuitive,or more natural
affirming
theconsequent,but because (under normal condito humans than affirming
the
tions) affirmingthe antecedent is in syncwith the world, while affirming
law
are
in
with
some
candidates
for
a
is
not.
sync
logical
consequent
Why
the world while others are not, and what aspects of the world the former
are in sync with, is something I will turn to shortly. But it is clear that
some rules that look like logical rules work in the world, while others do
not. For that reason, we cannot take it for granted that any logical system
we postulate, or any logical system that seems natural to us, would work
in the world. To the same extent that using faultytheories of other kinds
could cause airplanes to crash, workersto lose their salary, atomic plants
to shut down (or explode), cars to stall (or collide), and so on, so using
a faultylogical theory can cause all these things. Indeed, what scientific
realists say about scientifictheories (or the abstract parts of such theories)
applies to logical theories as well: It would be a mysterythat a logical theory worked in the world (in flyingairplanes, computing salaries, etc.) if it
were not in tune with the world. In designing a logical system,therefore,
the world must be taken into account. This does not mean that thereis no
room to maneuver in designing such a system, or that all featuresof the
world must be taken into account. But working in the world is a serious
constraint.
The view that logic requires a groundingin certain facts is also supported
by historicalexamples of a factual errorin logic. The most dramaticexample
of this kind is the errorin Frege's logic discovered by Russell. Frege's logic,
Russell showed, was committed to the existence of an object, a class, that
does not, and cannot,exist. This commitmentled to a fatal paradox, forcing
logicians to reviselogic.
Less conclusive, but still instructive,are cases where logical systemswere
criticizedfornot workingundercertainsignificantcircumstances. For example, proponents of free-logics,fuzzy-logic,and other "non-standard" logics
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have argued that classical logic works in some factual contexts but fails in
others. The serious attentionthese argumentshave received fromlogicians
and philosophers suggeststhatfactualconsiderationsdo play a role in choosing a logic. One mightalso include the case of quantum logic (Birkhoffand
Neumann [1936]), although this is highlycontroversial.
Finally, it is easy to construct artificialexamples of factually erroneous
logical laws. Consider, for example, the introduction of the law "C>(x);
i>( y)" into a logical theory.The syntacticformof this law is very
similarto thatof Leibniz's law,and in thisrespectit appears unobjectionable.
But forthislaw to be valid, a veryspecial condition has to hold in the world:
namely, objects in the world must have no common properties (or at least
no common definableproperties). This, however,is clearlynot the case; i.e.,
this law is factually invalid. There might, of course, be other reasons for
rejectingthis law, but its conflictwith the facts is by itselfa sufficientreason
for rejectingit. Indeed, the factual conflictin this case is so deep that it
rendersthis law classically inconsistent.
Theoretically, however, the most important considerations connecting
logic to reality have to do with truthand skepticism. Recall Hume's theoretical challenge to science: We can establish that one event (which science
says is a cause) occurred shortlybeforeanother event (which science says is
its effect),but this does not sufficeto establish a causal connection between
the two events,a connection that requires a certain modal force. An analogous challenge to logic says: We can establish that eitherSi is false or S2 is
true, but this does not sufficeto establish that S2 follows logically fromSi,
a connection that requires an even strongermodal forcethan causality. In
lightof thisskepticalchallenge, a factualgroundingof logic is as theoretically
importantas a factual groundingof science.16
Philosophically, the key to logic's grounding (or need for a grounding)
in realityis its inherentconnection with truth.17 To see this, let us focus
on logical consequence, and as a preliminarylet us informallycharacterize
(i) the notion of consequence in general, and (ii) three specificnotions of
consequence: "material consequence", "nomic consequence", and "logical
consequence". Consequence in general, as we understand it in this paper,
is a binary relation between two sentences or between a set of sentences
and a sentence. The characteristicfeatureof this relation is transmissionor
l6(i) Some,of course,havedespairedof thefoundational
projectin science.Butnew
similarto our
thatis in certainrespects
work(e.g.,Haack [1993]),usinga methodology
forsucha grounding,
foundational
holism,
(ii) Otherstooseethe
opensupnewpossibilities
tothefoundational
modalforce
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Forexample,
(and,as a result,
Etchemendy
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from
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hisconclusions)
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preservationof truth:
Sentence a is a consequence of set of sentences 2 iffthe truthof
the sentences of 2 (assuming they are all true) is transmittedto,
or preservedby,a.

(C)

Differentconsequence relations differin the modal force in which truthis
transmittedfromI to a:
Sentence a is a material consequence of set of sentences E iffthe (MC)
truthof the sentencesof S (assuming theyare all true) is materially
transmittedto, or preservedby,a. 18
An example of a material consequence is:
Barack Obama is president;therefore,Earth has only one moon.

(1)

Turning to nomicconsequence, we characterize:
Sentence a is a nomic consequence of set of sentences E iffthe (NC)
truthof the sentencesof E (assuming theyare all true) is nomically
transmittedto, or preserved by, a (i.e., it is transmittedfrom£
to o with the force of a law of nature; that is, the guarantee of
transmissionof truthhas the modal forceof a law of nature).19
An example of a putative nomic consequence is:
The forceexertedby a on b is c; therefore,the forceexertedby b
on a is c.

(2)

Now, in the case of logical consequence, we have in mind a consequence
whose forceis strongerthan that of nomic consequence. However, since we
are tryingto understandthe nature of logical consequence (ratherthan take
it as given), it would be betterto leave the exact nature of its modal forcean
open question at this initial stage. (Its modal forceis one of the thingswe
- specifically,
theterminology
of"possible
worlds"
discourse
thenotionof"actual
18Using
- wecanrestate
world"
as:
(MC)
Sentence
a is a material
ofsetofsentences
S iffitis notthecase (MC*)
consequence
thatintheactualworld
all thesentences
of£ aretrueanda isfalse.
Wemayalsosaythatmaterial
isdetermined
the
bya singlerowofa truth-table,
consequence
onerepresenting
theactualworld.
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"Using"possible-worlds"
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possibleworld
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are tryingto figureout.) Speaking in non-specifictermswe can say:
Sentencea is a logical consequence of set of sentencesE iffthe truth (LC)
of the sentences of X (assuming they are all true) is transmitted
to, or preserved by, a with an especially strongmodal force,or
the guarantee of transmission of truth has an especially strong
modal force(one that is strongerthan the modal forceof a law of
nature).20
With theseclarificationsin place we are readyto explain whylogic requires
a groundingin realitydue to its inherentconnection withtruth. Focusing on
logical consequence, the reasoning underlyingour explanation is, roughly,
this:
(a) Consequence relationsin generalhold betweensentencesdue to connections between theirtruthvalues. (Consequence relations are relations
of transmissionor preservationof truth.)
(b) The truthvalue of a sentence generallydepends on how thingsare. (A
sentenceis true if thingsare as the sentence says).
(c) Therefore,consequence relations,including the relationof logical consequence, have to take into account connections (or lack of connections) between the ways things are with respect to the sentences involved. I.e., a sentence a is a consequence of a set of sentences E iff
there is an appropriate connection (which ensures truth-preservation
with the requisite modal force) between thingsbeing as the sentences
in E say and thingsbeing as a says.
To see theintuitiveforceof thisreasoning,suppose someone comes up with
a proposal foran arbitrarylogical theory,C. The question we ask is: Under
what conditions is C an acceptable logical theory?In particular: Under what
conditions does C make correctjudgments about logical consequences?
Consider a simpleclaim of logical consequence made by C, a claim thatthe
relationof logical consequence holds between two distinct(non-equivalent)
sentences,Si and S2, where Si and S2 are truth-wise simple and unproblemconcern the way things
atic (in that theirtruth-conditionsstraightforwardly
20
an especially
broadsenseof possibility
that"!" indicates
(thedual of the
Assuming
weareafter),
wecansay:
modalforce
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S iffthereisno l-possible (LC*)
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world
inwhichall thesentences
Tarskian
definition
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andthestandard
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oflogicalconsequence:
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are in the world). In symbols:
{Level of Logic)

Si Nl S2.21

(3)

Assume Si is true. Then, for (3) to be true,the truthof Si must guarantee
that of S2. I.e., it must be the case that:
{Level of Language)

T(Si )

>-T(S2).

(4)

Now, let <£1and €2 be the conditions (situations) required to hold in the
world so the two sentencesare true:
{Level of Language)

T{S')

T{Si).

(5)

<¿2-

{Level of World)

Assume the condition £1 holds in the world while €2 does not. I.e.,
{Level of World)

(£1, not €2).

(6)

In that case, the claim that S2 is a logical consequence of Si - (3) above- is
false. Not only is S2 not a logical consequence of Si , it is not even a nomic
or a material consequence of Si :
{Level of Logic)

Not:

Si I=m,n,lS2.22

(7)

We see that some fact about the world is sufficientto show that the logical
theory C is incorrect. Regardless of what C says, (6) shows (determines)
that S2 does not follow logically (or even materially) fromSj. For a logical
theory to be correct, it has to take the world into account. (For S2 to be
a consequence of Si, the world has to cooperate.)23 Now, assume both
conditions <t' and €2 are satisfiedin the world, but £1 being satisfieddoes
not guarantee, in any modally significantway,that <¿2is satisfied:
{Level of World)

(£1, (£2,not [£1 => £2])

(8)

21Notation:"1=is a
relation
ofconsequence,
unsymbolforthegeneral(orunspecified)
derstoodin termsoftruth(i.e.,as a semantic
and thesubscript
"L" standsfor
relation),
"
ofX".
"logical",so that X f=LY" means"Y isa logicalconsequence
22Thesubscripts
"M" and"N" standfor"material"
and"nomic"respectively.
23Someone
notoftheworld,
butofthetotality
ofphysically
might
saythatthisis a matter
varioustypesof
possibleworlds. Let me clarify.We can thinkof thelawsgrounding
intwoways:as governing
theworldor as governing
sometotality
ofpossible
consequence
worlds.
In thecaseofphysical
lawsandnomicconsequence,
wecanthinkofa physical
law
as a factthatmaterially
holdsinthetotality
of
orwecanthink
ofphysically
possibleworlds,
itas a factthatholdswitha certainsignificant
modalforcein theworld(theone and only
worldthereis). Thesetwowaysofthinking
areexchangeable.
ButinthispaperI prefer
to
use thesecondwayofthinking.
Forthatreason,I also speakofthegrounding
oflogical
intheworld
rather
thanina certain
ofpossibleworlds.
consequence
totality
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Then, although S2 is a material consequence of Si , it is neithera nomic or a
logical consequence of Sj :
{Level of Logic)

Not:

Sj N=n,lS2.

(9)

Once again, a factabout the world is sufficientto show that C is incorrect.
Regardless of what C says, (8) shows (determines) that S2 is not a logical
consequence of Si. In the absence of a strongconnection (of some appropriate kind) between the situations required for Si and S2 to be true, the
claim that Si logically implies S2 is unwarranted. It appears that for S2 to
be a logical or even a nomic consequence of Si, there has to be a law that
connects €1 to £2- a connection with a significantmodal forcebetween Ci
and Č2Finally,suppose that the world being as Si requirescarries a nomic guarantee forits being as S2 requires,but not a strongerguarantee- in particular,
not a guarantee as strongas that required by logical consequence. Figuratively:
(Level of World)

(€1, C2. not [Ci

C2])

(10)

where
stands fora relationof an especially strongmodal forcebetween
situations. As before, this fact about the world is sufficientto show that
C is incorrect. It is sufficientto challenge £'s claim that S2 is a logical
consequence of Si .
We have seen that there are a number of ways in which the world can
challenge, and even establish the incorrectnessof, a proposed logical theory.
A correct theory of logical consequence must respect the connections (or
lack thereof) between certain conditions on the world: the conditions that
have to be satisfiedby the world forthe premise-sentenceto be true and the
conditions that have to be satisfiedby the world forthe conclusion-sentence
to be true. We may say that the world limits the options open for logical
theories.
These considerations show that logic is constrained by the world, i.e.,
the world has at least a negativeimpact on logic. And this in turn shows
that a proposed logical theory (our own logical theory included), requires
a grounding in the world. I.e, we need to justifythe claim that our logical
theoryis not undermined by the world. More generally,we need to show
thatit is possible to constructa logical theorythat satisfiesitsdesignated role
withoutbeing underminedby situationslike those delineated in (6), (8), and
(10) above. It is importantto note thattheconflictsbetweenclaims of logical
consequence and the world that occur in these cases are not accidental in the
followingsense: They are due (i) to somethingthat is centralto, or inherent
in, logical consequence- it's being a relation of transmission of truth,and
- its having to do
(11) to something that is central to, or inherentin, truth
with the way the worldis.
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Having shown that logic is constrainedby the world (possibly along with
some other things- e.g., the mind), our next task is to show that it is also
enabled by the world. In particular,we need to show that by examiningthe
relationbetweenlogic and theworld we can arriveat a positiveexplanation of
whycertain claims of logical consequence are true,and that thisexplanation
involvesthe world in a significantway. In the best case we will show that the
world mightbringit about that (certain things,like language and meaning
being given) some sentencesfollow logicallyfromothers.
Let us begin, once again, with consequence in general, startingwith material consequence. Suppose that in the world both Cj and <% are the case.
This sufficesto guarantee that Si materiallyimplies S2 (and vice versa). I.e.,
the world can justifyclaims of material consequence. Indeed, the world can
bring it about that some sentencesare material consequences of others.
Next, let us assume that £1 necessitates€2withthe forceof a law of nature;
i.e., theworld is governedby a law thatpositivelyconnects (£1and €2withthe
modal forceof natural laws. Then, the existence of such a law will sanction
not just the material transmissionof truthfromSi to S2, but also the nomic
transmissionof truthfromSi to S2. For example, ifNewton's thirdlaw holds
in the world, the world gives riseto (guarantees) the nomic consequence (2).
We see that the worldcan also justifyclaims of nomic consequence (bring it
about that some sentences are nomic consequences of others).
Finally, suppose the world is governed by a law that positivelyconnects
£1 and €2 with a strongermodal forcethan that of laws of nature, a force
as strongas that commonly associated with logic, or as required forlogic to
play itsdesignated role as a theoryof an especially powerfultypeof inference
that occurs (or might occur) in any fieldof knowledge. Then, in principle,
such a law will substantiate consequence claims with the forceappropriate
forlogic. For example, suppose the world is governed by a highlynecessary
and universal law (a law whose counterfactualforceexceeds that of physical
laws) like:
Non-empty A U (B fi C)

Non-empty AuB,

(11)

whereA, B, and C are any lst-level24propertiesand U, fiare theoperations of
join and meet on any (extensional) propertiesin the world, includinghighly
counterfactualproperties(i.e., propertiesthat are possible yetunactualized,
in an especially broad sense of possibility). Then this law is sufficientto
substantiatethe claim:
(3x)(^ix V (Bx & Cx)) I=l (3x)(Ax V Bx).

(12)

24Iuse "level"in thispaperforan informal
ofobjects,properties,
and related
typology
things.Individuals
(objectsthatin a givencontextare takenas atomic)are of level0.
andoperators
whosehighest
areofleveln areof
relations,
functions,
Properties,
arguments
leveln + 1. Sometimes
I extend
thelevelterminology
to phenomena,
etc.WhenI
theories,
talkaboutlogicsandtheories
I alsousetheterm"order"as analogousto "level".
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I.e., thislaw is sufficiently
strongto give rise to a consequence thatwe usually
characterize as logical and has in any case the kind of force (guarantee of
transmission of truth) that is required for an especially strong, universal
- a theory that plays the role that logic is designed to
theory of inference
play in our systemof knowledge.25
We can see that, and how, the existence of certain laws or regularitiesin
the world has the power to establish certain claims of logical consequence,
or at least claims that accord with the designated role of logic noted above.
That is to say, by considering the world we can start to provide a positive
and not just a negativegroundingforlogic. Theoretically,logic is grounded
in reality through (i) its inherentconnection with truth, (ii) the inherent
connection between truthand reality,and (iii) the inherentrelevance of (ii)
to (i). Furthermore,logic is grounded in certain laws governingthe world,
laws which possess an especially strong modal force and whose nature we
will shortlybegin to investigate.
Two notes: (a) In arriving at this conclusion we have reasoned in accordance with the laws of logic, or at least tried to, and this violates the
requirementsof foundationalism. But this type of reasoning is sanctioned
by foundational holism. To studylogic we finda standpoint withinNeurath
boat that allows us a sufficiently
broad view of the boat itself,so we can
out
some
of
its
features
and reason about them.
figure
general
(b) The above conclusion does not denythatthingsotherthan theworldlanguage, meaning, mind, ideas, concepts, etc.- play a role in logical consequence or the preservationof truthin general. But it points out that consequence relationsmust, ultimately,be judged by referenceto the world- that
the world plays an important,if not the only role, in logical consequence.
Someone, however,might argue that our analysis is compatible with the
view that logic is grounded only in the mind, and not at all in the world.
Someone might say that we cannot rule out the possibilitythat nature endowed us with a built-in logical apparatus (or our language has such a
built-inlogical apparatus) that happens to agree withthe world; in thiscase,
we would not need the world to eithersanction or constrain our logic. Put
in the formof a question, someone mightask: Could it not be the case that
while the world is capable of groundinglogic, in fact thisjob is done by the
mind alone, with the world playing no role?26 The answer to this question
is, I believe, negative. Whetherwe have a built-inlogical systemthat works
properlyon its own or we have to build one forourselves by consulting the
25Here
andin(13) and (14) belowI useexamples
from
classicallogic.Butthediscussion
canbe adjustedto accommodate
non-classical
as well.In fact,theviewespoused
examples
heretakesitas an openquestionwhether
the"classical"theory
oflogicis the"right"
theory
oflogic.Thiswashintedat intheintroductory
pagesofthispaperandwillbecomeclearer
as weproceed.
26Iwouldliketo thankPenMaddyforthisquestion.
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world (among other things), the veridicalityof such a systemsignificantly
depends on the world. Were the world differentin relevant ways, were it
governed by different
pertinentlaws, the logic generatedby our mind would
if
fail in it. Even a benevolentNature or God saw to it thatifrealitychanged,
our mind would change withit,itwould stillbe reality(and notjust our mind
or Nature or God) that would ground our logic. It is only if God, Nature,
or our mind, could, and would, change the world so it always obeyed our
logic, that the world would not play a central role in the groundingof logic.
And even then it would, since afterall it would be the abilityto regulate the
worldthat was responsible forthe adequacy of logic.
This concludes the firststep in our foundational account of logic: Logic is
grounded in realitythroughits inherentconnection withtruth.In particular,
logic is grounded in certain modally strong connections that hold in the
world.
Our next task is to figureout what are the facets of realitythat logic is
grounded in. In preparation for this task let us revisitour last example.
In virtue of what is (12) - i.e., the claim of logical consequence expressed
by (12) - true? (12) is true since the transmissionof truthfromits premise
to its conclusion is guaranteed (indeed, stronglyguaranteed) by the law
delineated in (1 1). What kind of law is this?
Under one common usage of theterm"formal", we may say thatthislaw is
a formal law, a law that concerns the behavior of such featuresof and operations on objects (in a broad sense) as non-emptiness,union, and intersection.
Similar laws can explain the truthof other claims of logical consequence.
Consider
Pa & ~ Pa

S

(13)

(which superficiallypresents a differentcase from (12)). In virtue of what
is (13) true (for any sentence S)? In virtue of a formal law that rules out
the possibilitythat "Pa & ~ Pa" is true by ruling out the possibilitythat
an object a is in the intersectionof a propertyP and its complement in any
universe. Since thispossibilityis ruled out (with a verystrongmodal force),
it is guaranteed (with the same modal force) that "Pa & ~ Pa" is false,
hence that the claim of consequence made by (13) is correct.
Failures of logical consequence are explained in a similar way. E.g., the
claim
(3.x)(/ix & (Bx V Cx)) I=l (3x)(^x

& Bx)

(14)

is false, since it is not supported by an appropriateformal law?1
27Howisthefailure
of
Somefakerosesarefragrant
I=lSomerosesarefragrant

(15)
The
formal
of
the
content
of
"fake
rose"
is
it
is
therefore, the
non-rose,
explained?
portion
absenceofa formal
lawconnecting
thenon-emptiness
of[Complement
(Rose)n Fragrant
] to
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We may thus say that logical consequenceis groundedinformal laws governing reality. When a sentence a stands in the relation of logical consequence
to a set of sentencesE, thiscan be explained by a certainformalor structural
connection between the situation described by E and that described by a, or
alternatively,by a certain formal connection between the propertiesattributed to objects by E and those attributedto themby a. In otherwords, eris a
logical consequence of E ifftheformalskeletonof the situationdelineated by
E is relatedto theformalskeletonof the situationdelineated bya by a law that
guarantees thatifthe formersituationholds so does the latter.Using a more
neutral terminologywe can say that a given logical consequence is grounded
in a universal law connecting formalelements in the truthconditions of its
premises and conclusion.28
To offera more systematicaccount of the formalnatureof logic, we have to
turnto logical constants and the nature of logicality. But firstlet us briefly
address the question of how logical consequence works in non-veridical
contexts according to our account. Take the context of commands. Does
the command
Answer all the questions in the exam!

(16)

logically implythe command
Answer question #1! ?

(17)

And ifit does, what is this logical implication grounded in according to our
account?
Our answer is that this implication is logically valid, and it is grounded
in the same formal law as its veridical correlates (e.g., "John answered all
the questions in the exam; thereforehe answered question #1"). Speaking
in functionalterms- i.e., in termsof how one would design an all-purpose
language and a logical system for it we can explain this within the parameters of our account as follows: In any context whatsoever, veridical
or non-veridical, we have to parse our subject-matterin some way. This
parsing is based both on the special nature of our subject-matterand on
our cognitivechoices. In non-veridical contexts we have more options (we
have greaterfreedom,we are less constrained) in choosing a parsing than in
veridicalcontexts.29And thereforeit stands to reason thatwe give priorityto
veridical contexts in choosing a parsing forour entirelanguage. Following
of( 15). (I would
thatisresponsible
forthefalsehood
thenon-emptiness
of[i?aseflFragrant]
liketo thankGrahamPriestforthisquestion.)
offtheaccountoflogicalconseSomeonemight
reading
complainthatwearesimply
semantics
of
but
this
wouldbetoputthecartinfront
from
the
model-theoretic
logic,
quence
oflogicis soundand
semantics
ofthehorse.Ouraccountexplains
whythemodel-theoretic
foundation
forlogic.
howitworks,
andthisitbuildsintoa morecomprehensive
philosophical
oftruth,
wehavetotakeintoaccountconsiderations
29This
isbecauseinveridical
contexts
we
are
free
of
such
considerations.
but
in
nonveridical
contexts
which
arehighly
constraining,
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thisguideline,we construe (16) and ( 17) as havingthe same logical structure
and the same logical parameters (logical constants), governed by the same
formal laws, as theirveridical correlates. Consequently, the inferencefrom
(16) to (17) comes out logically valid, and its validity is grounded in the
same formal laws as those grounding its veridical counterparts. That is to
say,our method of inferenceforveridical contextscan be extended to other
contexts,in which case, our explanation of logical consequence in veridical
contextsis extendable to non-veridicalcontexts as well.
2. Logical constants & the nature of logicality. It is often observed that
logical consequence depends on the logical constants of the sentences involved ratherthan on theirnon-logical constants. (As far as the latterare
- plays
concerned, only the patternof repetition- sameness and difference
a role.) Thus, the relation of logical consequence is not affectedby uniform
changes in the non-logical constants, but is affectedby uniformchanges in
the logical constants. Our next step in the foundational process is to answer
the question: Which termsof our language should we build into our logical
systemas logical constants? To avoid an arbitraryanswer to this question
(an answer based on taste, or on "gut feelings",or on somethingelse that
is theoreticallyirrelevant) I will consider this question, too, in functional
terms. Specifically,I will view it as requiringus to figureout which choices
of logical constants would enable logic to performits functionor designated
role. Focusing on logical consequence, I will reformulatethe question as
follows: Which choice(s) of logical constants produce consequences that
guarantee the transmission of truthfrom premises to conclusion with an
especiallystrongmodalforce (when plugged into a semantic-syntacticlogical
system)? Our investigationin the last section suggests that logical consequence is grounded informal laws, and this,in turnsuggeststhat the role of
logical constants is to designate the relevantparameters of these laws. I.e.,
if logical consequence is grounded in laws connectingtheformal skeleton of
the claims made by the premises of a given valid consequence to the formal
skeleton of the claim made by its conclusion, then the role of logical constants is to designate relevantparameters of theseformal structures{formal
skeletons).
That is to say, choosing terms that denote formal properties (relations,
functions)as logical constantsis a sound way of constructinga logical system
that satisfiesthe "job description" of logic. Such a choice is exemplified
"
by (12), whose logical constants are "3", "V", and & ": "3" denotes the
2nd-levelformal propertyof non-emptiness,and "V" and " & " denote (in
the typeof open sentencein which theyoccur in (12)) theformal operations
of union and intersection,respectively. Accordingly, the formal content
of the premise claim is that the union of one lst-level propertywith the
intersectionof a second and a third lst-level properties is not empty,and
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the formalcontent of the conclusion claim is that the union of the firstand
second properties is not empty. (12) is true because the transmission of
truthfrompremise to conclusion is guaranteed by a law- (11) - governing
the formalparameters of these claims, a law that by virtueof its formality,
has an especially strongmodal force.
Our next task in the grounding of logic is to give a general, informative,
and precise characterizationof formalityforpropertiesand operators.30 So
farwe have presenteda fewexamples of formalparameters (operators) and
laws, but this is not sufficientfora theoreticalfoundation. In turningto a
theoreticalcharacterization of formality,however,we face a dilemma: On
the one hand, we aim at a general and informativecharacterizationthatdoes
not commit us to a special theoryof formalstructure,and in particular not
to a theoryembroiled in currentcontroversies. On the other hand, we aim
at a precise account, one that will identifythe scope of formality,explain its
nature in exact terms,and have precise and informativeresults. But this aim
requires the use of sophisticated mathematical resources, i.e., of choosing
one mathematical theory to work with over others, a choice that in some
logical and philosophical circles will be viewed as highlycontroversial.
To resolve this dilemma, we will proceed in three steps: In step 1 we
will prepare the ground for a general characterization of formalitybased
on several pertinentobservations (concerning the world, its formalfeatures,
the task of logic, and how to structurea system so it can performlogic's
task). In step 2 we will offera general, non-technical characterization of
formality(cum logicality) that fitsin with our observations in Step 1, and
trace some of its philosophical roots. And in step 3 we will use the resources
of a specificmathematical theory- classical set theory,or more specifically,
ZFC - to formulateprecise criteriaof formalityand logicality,applicable to
systemsof the kind delineated in Step 1 and based on the general principles
delineatedin Step 2.31 This will enable those who rejectZFC, or even classical
(bivalent) logic, to understand our formalityprinciplein non-mathematical
termsand to use our precise formulationas an example thatcan be reworked
background theory.
using a different
Step 1. Startingwitha fewgeneral observations about the world, we note
that its objects have, in addition to physical properties,also propertiesthat
mightbe characterized as formal or structural. And whereas the former
properlyphysical, geological, psychological, and other properties hold in
andposfunctions
relations,
arefunctions,
properties,
including
representing
'"Operators
isa
a (classical)property
an operator
representing
siblyothertypesofobjects.Forexample,
theTrue)ifithasthisproperty
valueX (usually
thatassignstoa givenobjecta fixed
function
valueY (usuallytheFalse)otherwise.
anda fixed
use
or a legitimate
another
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circularity,
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ofcircularity
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limited "regions" of the world, the latterhold in all its regions: Individuals
of all kinds are self-identical, properties and relations of all kinds have
cardinalityproperties (they hold of a certain numberof objects), objects of
all kinds stand in intersectionsof properties,relations in all areas mightbe
transitive,and so on. Given the universal applicability of the formal32and
the special modal forceof formallaws, it is extremelyusefulto have a method
of inferencebased on it. Such a method would be systematizedby a "logical"
systemthat would use formal featuresas its active ingredients,represented
by special linguistic expressions- logical constants. Due to their special
nature,formalfeaturesof objects are governed by laws that are (i) universal
and (ii) have an especially strongmodal force;as such, theycan be used as a
basis foran especially strongand broadly applicable method of inference.We
may implementthis idea by building a syntactic-semanticsystemin which:
Logical constants designate formalproperties(or operators)33and logical formsdesignate formal structuresof objects (formal skeletons of
situations), actual and counterfactual;these designations are held fixed
throughall operations of the system.
( ß ) Rules of proof encode laws governingthe formalproperties(operators)
designated by the logical constants.
(y) Models representformalpossibilities,i.e., all the ways the world could
have been, given the laws governingthe formal propertiesdesignated
by the logical constants. As a result,preservationof truthin all models
has a strong modal force,i.e., the strongmodal force of these formal
laws.
(S) Accordingly,the systemhas two methods for determiningwhethera
putativeconsequence is logically valid: a narrower,yeteffective,proof
model-theoreticmethod. Proofmethod, and a broader, non-effective,
theoretically,a consequence is valid iffits conclusion is derivable from
its premises by the specifiedrules; model-theoretically,it is valid iffit
preservestruthin all models. Due to the way the systemis constructed,
the two methods do not conflict(the proof method is sound), though
theymay not fullycoincide (the proof method may not be complete).
Step 2. Here we set out to explain, in informativeyetgeneral terms,what
the formal is, i.e., what its distinctivecharacteristicsare. Our suggestion
is that logical operators are formal in the sense that they distinguishonly
the pattern delineated by their arguments,and that this can be explained
by saying that they do not distinguishbetween argumentsthat differwith
respect to theirunderlyingindividuals. I.e., if we replace any argumentof a
formal operatorby any other whichis its image undersome 1-1 replacement
(a)

I understand
inthispaperformal
andoperators,
as wellas,
32By"theformal"
properties
moregenerally,
formal
andthelawsgoverning
them.
features,
33Dueto thesystematic
correlation
between
and operators
(noted
properties/relations
switch
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talkoftheformer
to talkofthelatter.
above)wewillfreely
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of individualsby individualsof any type(e.g., a 1-1 replacementof humansby
numbers), theformal operator "willnot notice it will assign the same truthvalue to the two arguments. And the same holds for properties (relations,
function): a formalpropertyis satisfied(possessed) by a given object iffit is
satisfied(possessed) by all its images under 1-1 replacementsof individuals
by individuals of any types. One example of a formal operator under this
characterizationis the 2nd-leveloperator of non-emptiness,i.e., the operator
denoted by the existentialquantifierof standard lst-order logic. This operator, whose arguments are lst-level properties,is formal because it does
not distinguishbetween two lst-levelpropertieswhose extensionscan be obtained fromeach otherby a 1-1 replacementof theirmembers. This operator
assigns the value True to the formeriffit assigns the value True to the latter.
(Speaking in termsof properties: the 2nd-level propertyof non-emptinessis
satisfiedby the formeriffit is satisfiedby the latter). Another example is the
lst-level identityoperation (relation). This operator assigns the value True
to one pair of individuals iffit assigns the value True to any other pair of
individuals obtained fromthe formerby a 1-1 replacementof individuals. A
"
"
thirdexample is the intersectionoperation- the denotation of & in open
contexts of the form "Bx & Cx".34 An individual is in the intersection
of two properties iffits image is in the intersectionof the images of these
propertiesunder any 1-1 replacementof individuals. In contrast, the operators (relations, functions,properties) denoted by "is taller than", "father
of", "is a propertyof humans" are not formal. All of these are affectedby
a 1-1 replacementof, say, individual humans by individual numbers: while
humans stand in the taller-thanrelation, numbers do not; while humans
have fathers,numbers do not; and while the propertyof being-marriedis a
propertyof humans, its numericalimage is not a propertyof humans. Most
propertiesdo not distinguishsome 1-1 replacementsof individuals, but only
formal propertiesdo not distinguishall such replacements.35
The idea that the formalityof logic consists in its abstracting fromdifferences between objects has old roots. We can trace it to, e.g., Kant's
statementthat general logic "treats of understanding without any regard
to differencein the objects to which the understanding may be directed"
to Step3.
thatwasto be limited
34Here
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intothedomainofmathematics
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term"intersection"
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[1781/7, A52/B76] or to Frege's statementthat "pure logic . . . disregard^]
the particularcharacteristicsof objects" [1879, p. 5]. (It should be noted,
however,thatthe exact meaning of these historicalcharacterizationsis open
to differentinterpretations.(See MacFarlane [2000]).)
We have discussed the formalityof logic in terms that are naturallyapplicable to predicate logic. What about sentential logic? Here we do not
have individuals and propertiesbut only sentences (or propositions), truthvalues, and perhaps statesof affairs(delineated by sentences). In what sense
is sententiallogic formal? The formalityof sententiallogic, on the present
account, is an extension of that of predicate logic to a more abstract (and
less powerful)level of thought. The logical operators of sententiallogic, like
those of predicate logic, are formalin distinguishingonly thepatterndelineated by theirarguments,but herethisis explained by sayingthattheydo not
distinguishbetween argumentsthatdifferin all but in the truthvalue / being
or not being the case of theiratomic constituents(atomic sentences/ states
of affairs). I.e., if we replace any argumentof a formalconnective/operator
by any other which is its image under some 1-1 replacementof true/false
atomic sentencesby any othertrue/falseatomic sentencesor ofexistent/nonexistentatomic states-of-affairs
atomic
by any other existent/non-existent
states of affairs,the formalconnective/operator willnot notice: it will assign
the same truth-valueto the two arguments. We can see the sense in which
logical constants (operators) of both sententialand predicate logic are formal by considering classical negation. The complementation expressed by
classical sentential-negationis theBoolean correlateof theset-theoreticcomplementationexpressed by classical predicative-negation.36This is reflected
in the equivalence between the sentential and predicative truth-conditions
of classical negation, as in:
Pa" is true iff"Pa" is false iffthe referentof
"a" is in the complement of the extension of "Px" in a given universe.
Step 3. We are now ready to presenta mathematicallyprecise criterionof
formality(for both sententialand predicativeoperators).37 The conception
of formalitydelineated in Step 2 can be givena precise representationby two
mathematicalcriteria: the well-knownBoolean (truth-functional)criterion
of logicality in the case of formal sentential-operators,and the invariance
I meannegation
as attached
to a well-formed
formula
ofsen36By"sentential-negation"
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and
(closedformula)
logicora sentence
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underisomorphismscriterion,whose threemain originatorsare Mostowski
[ 1957] , Lindström[ 1966] , and Tarski [ 1986] , in thecase of formalpredicativeoperators. The Boolean criterionis so well-knownthat thereis no need to
describe ithere,but the invariance-under-isomorphisms
criterionis not as familiarand as such requiresan introduction. I will take thelibertyof introducing the lattercriterionin a formthat naturallyfitsthe presentinvestigation.
In preparation, let us startwith a semi-technicalmatter: Some operators
take into account features of their arguments that involve not just their
extension but also their counter-extension. For example, the quantifieroperator "all" takes into account the size of the counter-extensionof its
arguments (which must be 0 for "all" to be satisfied) and the quantifieroperator "all but John" takes into account which particular individuals are
in the counter-extensionof its arguments (they must be limited to Johnfor
"all but John" to be satisfied). This fact is directlyrelevantto the formality
test for these operators: this test has to check their behavior under 1-1
replacementsof individuals in an entireunderlyinguniverse,so theirbehavior
under changes in the counter-extensionof theirargumentsis also checked.
I.e., an operator is formaliffit does not distinguishany 1-1 replacementsof
individuals in an underlyinguniverse. To express this idea, we will coin the
notion "argument-structure"and formulatethe criterionof formalityusing
this notion.
Beforeturningto a precisespecificationof "argument-structure",
however,
let me clarifymy use of "structure"in this paper.
One of the characteristicfeaturesof the foundation for logic developed
in this paper is its objectual nature, i.e., its conception of logic as grounded
not just in the mind but also (and significantlyso) in the world, and its
view of formalityas having to do with certain featuresof objects and the
laws governingthem. Accordingly,my notions of structure,operator, arare objectual. What this means is that a
gument,and argument-structure
structure,in this paper, is not associated with a language (or a "signature",
as this term is used in model theory). A structureis any sequence of objects whose firstelement is a universe- a non-emptyset of individuals and
or
constructs
of
individuals
whose other elements are individuals
(k -tuples
of individuals, sets/propertiesof individuals, etc.) in the universe. When I
want to associate a structurewith a language (signature), I will use the term
"model". Similarly,my notions of "operator" and "argument (of an operator)" are objectual: an operator/argumentdoes not need to have a name in a
given language, though it mighthave. The notion of "argument-structure",
explained below, is also objectual.
Now, given an n-place operator, an argument-structureof this operator
is an M+l -structurewhose last n elements (viewed as an «-tuple) form a
(potential) argumentof that operator. For example, an argument-structure
foran operator correspondingto a 1-place 2nd-levelpropertyof 1-place 1stlevel properties,e.g., V or 3, is a pair (A, B), where A is a universeand B is
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a subset of A. Although the truth-conditionsof 3, unlike those of V, do not
take the universeinto account, forthe sake of uniformitywe will formulate
both truth-conditionsin termsinvolvinga universe (the formervacuously):
3a(B) = Tiff B / 0, Va(B) = T iffA - B = 0.
Using the same terminology,we say that two argument-structuresare
isomorphic iffeach is the image of the other under some bijection fromthe
universe of one to that of the other. I.e., {A,ß i , . . . , ßm) = (A', ß[,..., ß'n)
iffm - n and there is some bijection from A to A' such that for each i,
1 < i < n, ß[ is the image of /?,under this bijection. We say that an
operator O is invariant under an isomorphism of the argument-structures
and (A', ß', . . . , ß'n) iffit assigns the same truthvalue to
(A,ßi,...,ßm)
{ß',..., ßm) in A as to (ß[, . . . , ß'n) in A' (or (ß',..., ßm) satisfiesit in A iff
(ß[ , . . . , ß'n) satisfiesit in A'). We can now formulatethe formalitycriterion
for (predicative) operators as follows:
(formality) An operator is formal iffit is invariantunderall isomorphisms
of its argument-structures.
All the standard logical operators- =, 3, V, and the logical connectives in
open-sentencecontexts satisfythis criterion. (For example, V satisfiesthis
criterionbecause forany of its argument-structures,
{A, B) and (A1,B '): if
=
A
iff
B'
V
in
B
V
in
satisfies
satisfies
A'.) Paradigmatically
(A, B)
(A1,B'),
non-logical operators- i.e., operators (properties) like red, is of the same
color as, is a propertyof Napoleon, and is a relationbetweenred objects- do
not satisfythis criterion.
With this characterization we have provided a precise explanation of the
sense in which logic is grounded in laws governing"formal features"or "parameters"of reality.In fact,however,we have done more than that. We have
prepared a (partial) basis fora precise characterizationof "logicality" the
featuredistinguishinglogical fromnon-logical constants(or, more generally,
expressions).
Operators, as we recall, can have names, which are linguistic entities.
Their names are "constants" of a givenlanguage, and the (named) operators
themselvesare "the objectual correlates"of such constants. Given our precise
criterionof formalityforoperators we can formulatea precise criterionof
logicalityforconstants as follows:
(logicality)

A constantis logical iff
(i) it denotesa formal operator,and
(ii) itsatisfiesadditionalconditionsthatensureitsproperfunctioningin a given logical system: i.e., it is a rigid designator,
its meaning is exhausted by its extensional denotation, it is
semantically-fixed( its denotationis determinedoutside rather
thaninsidemodels and is builtinto theapparatus of models), it
is definedoverall models,etc.
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Since the issue we are focusing on here is exhausted by (i), however,I will
direct the reader to Sher [1991, Chapter 3] for a discussion of (ii), and in
what followsI will identifylogicality with (i). I will call thecombination of
formality and logicality "the formalitycriterionof logicality". I will also
referto it as "the invariance-under-isomorphismcriterion"or "isom". (To
theextentthatthecurrentbackground theoryis accepted,) logicality plays
a substantial role in constructing,choosing, and evaluating logical systems.
It provides an adequacy condition for logical systems,and it delineates a
totalityof potential logical constants to chose from.
The formalitycriterion of logicality for predicative constants, like that
for sentential constants (i.e., the familiar Boolean or truth-functionalcriterion), licenses the acceptance of many logical constants that traditionally
were not considered logical. But unlike the logical constants sanctioned
by the sententialcriterion,those sanctioned by the predicativecriterionare
not all reducible to the "standard" (standardly accepted) logical constants.
Among the irreduciblynew logical constants sanctioned by logicality are
infinitecardinality quantifiers ("exactly a", for any infinitecardinal a),
"finitely/infinitely/indenumerably
many", the 1- and 2-place "most" quantifiers(as in "Most thingsare B's" and "Most B's are C's", respectively),the
"well-ordering"quantifier,and more. Naturally,the question arises whether
we should treatlogicality as a necessaryand sufficient
condition forlogical
constants or only as a necessarycondition. While most adherents of classical logic accept it as at least a necessary condition, its status as a sufficient
condition is more controversial.
Now, objections to logicality as an adequate (necessary and sufficient)
criterionfor logical constants can be made on various grounds, some relevant to our project, others not. Among the formerwould be objections
concerningone or another of our main theses,e.g., that logic is grounded in
formallaws governingreality,or that formalityis tantamount to invariance
under isomorphism. The latterare "red herrings"fromour perspective.
3. Red herringsand real problems. Some criticismsof logicality as a
necessary and sufficientcondition focus on the use of logical constants in
natural language. They focus on the existence, in natural languages, of
expressions that allegedly satisfyboth parts of logicality yet intuitively
seem non-logical. From thepoint of view of thepresentfoundationalproject,
whose focus is theoretical,whose concerns are epistemic,and whose interest
is in theconstructionof a logical systemfulfilling
certaintheoreticalepistemic
roles, these criticismsare largelyirrelevant.38
38From
otherperspectives,
ofcourse,theymight
be relevant.
Forexamples
ofcriticisms
in whichlinguistic
intuitions
role,see,e.g.,Hanson[1997]and Gómezplaya significant
Torrente
seeSher[2001],[2003].Someissuesconncerning
part(ii) of
[2002].Forresponses
logicality playa rolein theseresponses,
butas notedabove,theyarenotneededforthe
discussion.
present
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Other criticismsfocus on issues that are more pertinentto the present
investigation,and these we do have to consider here. A rich source of such
criticismsis Feferman [1999], [2010]. Feferman raises three objections to
what he referredto as the "Tarski-Sher thesis":
A. The thesis assimilates logic to mathematics,more specifically
to set theory.
B. The set-theoreticalnotions involved in explaining [the thesis]
are not robust.
C. No natural explanation is given by it of what constitutesthe
same logical operation over arbitrarybasic domains. [1999,
p. 37]39
Concerning (A), Fefermanpresentsit as a matterof "gut feeling":
[I]t will evidentlydepend on one's gut feelingsabout the nature
of logic as to whetherthis [objection] is considered reasonable or
not. [Ibid.]
He is especially disturbed by the fact that we can express substantivemathematical statementsin purelylogical vocabulary and that the mathematical
version of the thesissaddles logic withsubstantialontological commitments:
[W]e can express the Continuum Hypothesis and many othersubstantial mathematical propositions as logically determinatestatementson theTarski-Sher thesis.40. . . [I]nsofar as one or the other
version of the thesis requires the existence of set-theoreticalentities of a special kind, or at least of theirdeterminateproperties,it
is evident that we have therebytranscended logic as the arena of
universal notions independentof "what thereis". [Ibid., p. 38]
My response is:
(a) Gutfeelings. From the presentperspective,which treatsthe foundational problem of logic as a theoretical problem, gut feelingscannot play
a major role in either accepting or rejectingthe thesis. The relation betweenlogic and mathematicsdoes requirean explanation, but thisshould be
theoreticalin nature. I will offersuch an explanation in Section 4.
(b) ContinuumHypothesis (CH) and ontological commitment.First, the
view that logic must be devoid of any commitmentsinvolvingthe world is
a "purist" view that goes hand in hand with the foundationalistapproach
to logic but has no place in my foundational-holistapproach. Second, as
Fefermanseems to be aware (last citation), his criticismdoes not apply to the
general version of the Tarski-Sher thesis,at least on myconstrual- namely,
Steps 1 and 2 above. This version of the thesis is not couched in any specific
mathematical theory and thereforeis not committed to the expressibility
39Tomaintain
a consistent
inthepaperI havereplaced
Feferman's
"1",
numbering
system
"2", "3",by"A","B", "C".
40Onewaywecando so is byusingthequantifiers
"Thereare2K(I"and"ThereareHi".
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of CH or to the existence of set theoretical entities. The expressibilityof
CH is merelyan artifactof choosing a particular mathematical theory as
a background theoryof formal structure,and so is the commitmentto the
existence of sets.41 Someone mightalso be bothered by the fact that we do
not know whetherthe Continuum hypothesisis true or false, but this is not
a problem fromour perspective: Lack of knowledge- both temporaryand
lasting- is a factof lifein all fieldsof knowledge, and thereis no reason why
logic should be an exception.
Turning to (B), Feferman admits that the "notion of 'robustness' for
set-theoreticalconcepts is vague", but his underlyingidea is "that if logical
notions are at all to be explicated set-theoretically,
theyshould have the same
meaning independent of the exact extent of the set-theoreticaluniverse"
[ibid.]. One mathematical condition that can be used to capture this idea
is absoluteness,where given a set, T, of axioms (in the standard language
of set theory), a "formula <p ... is defined to be absolute with respect to
T if ip is invariant under end-extensions for models of T" [2010, p. 13].
Feferman'smotivation forrequiringall logical constants to be definableby
"robust" notions has to do with the idea that logic should "not encapsulate
any problematic set-theoreticalcontent" and that the meaning of logical
constants should "not depend on any special set-theoreticalassumptions
about what exists beyond the most elementary set-constructions" [Ibid.,
p. 17]. Under the absoluteness condition, constants like "the quantifier
'there exist uncountably many x"' that satisfieslogicality, "would not be
logical" [1999, p. 38],
This criticism,too, applies at most to the specialized version of the TarskiSher thesis. With respect to this version, my response is that if featuresof
the background vocabulary like absoluteness were shown to be centrally
relevant to the foundational problem of logic, it would be reasonable to
require a revision of the logicalitycriterionbased on this; but to the best of
my knowledge, they have never been shown to be directlypertinentto this
problem. Furthermore,Fefermanconcedes that "the notion of absoluteness
is itselfrelativeand is sensitiveto a background set theory,hence again to
the question of what entitiesexist" [ibid.]. This raises the question why,if
non-robustnotions should be avoided in one place in a foundationforlogic
theyshould not be avoided in others. Why would a non-robust notion like
absoluteness be allowed to play a central role in formulatingthe logicality
criterionor even in constrainingits formulation?
Speaking more generally about the "problematic" features of standard
set theory itselfand the "non-robustness" of many of its notions, I think
it is important to distinguish between two types of problems: (i) problems concerning the basic ideas of set theory, and (ii) problems arising
41Indeed,as wewillseeinSection4, itis an
as a
settheory
itself,
openquestionwhether
like
sets.
formal
individuals
to
the
existence
of
of
the
is
committed
formal,
theory
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from specific features of the logical frameworkused to formulateset theory. To a significantextent, the non-robustness of many set-theoretical
notions is due to the expressivelimitationsof standard lst-orderlogic which
lead to phenomena like the Löwenheim-Skolem-Tarski (LST) phenomenon, non-standard models, and de-stabilization of set-theoreticalnotions.
"Uncountably many", for example, is satisfiedby countable sets in nonstandard models, and this rendersit highlyvolatile. This problem,however,
can in principlebe solved by strengthening
theexpressivepower of thelogical
frameworkby introducingnew logical constants,and thereforetheyare of a
lesser significanceforthe present investigation. (As a logical constant, one
whose meaning is fixedacross models, "uncountably many" is more robust
than itsnon-logical correlate,since it does not have countable models.) As in
the Neurath-boat metaphor of patchinga hole in two stages (firsttemporarily,then more permanently,using the temporarypatch to create tools for
producing a more enduring replacement), the process of constructinga criterionof logicalitycan in principleinvolvetwo or more stages. Startingwith
a set-theoreticalbackground-theoryformulatedwithina logical framework
that was selected prior to the introductionof a criterionof logicalityand is
subject to destablilizingphenomena like LST, we produce logicality under
less than ideal conditions. Then, using logicality to constructa stronger
logical frameworkfor set theory,we strengthenthis theoryand with it our
logicalitycriterion,redefiningthe logical constants it licenses in more robust
terms.
Moving on to (C), Feferman'scriticismis:
It seems to me thereis a sense in which the usual operations of the
first-orderpredicate calculus have the same meaning independent
of the domain of individuals over which they are applied. This
characteristicis not captured by invariance under bijections. As
McGee puts it "the Tarski-Sher thesis does not require that there
be any connections among the ways a logical operation acts on
domains of differentsizes. Thus, it would permit a logical connectivewhich acts like disjunction when the size of the domain is
an even successor cardinal, like conjunction when the size of the
domain is an odd successor cardinal, and like a biconditional at
limits" [1996, p. 577]. ... I . . . believe that if thereis to be an explication of the notion of a logical operation in semantical terms,
it has to be one which shows how the way an operation behaves
when applied over one domain Mo connects naturallywithhow it
behaves over any other domain Mq. [1999, pp. 38-39]
My response to this criticism is that in systematizinga theory we are
oftenforcedto accept entitiesthatwhen viewed fromoutside thetheoryseem
strange, lack internal unity,have no rhymeor reason. Such entitiesmake
good sense within the theory,however, where their naturalness, internal
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unity,and raison d'être reston theprinciplesof thattheory.This is something
all mathematicians are aware of, and Feferman himself [2000] points to
many legitimatemathematicalobjects thatare, in his words, "monstrous" or
"pathological". Indeed, even in thecase of logic, Fefermanaccepts operators
that, intuitively,lack unityof meaning. Consider, forexample, a 135-place
truth-functionalconnective that behaves like a conjunction on rows with
exactly 2, 101, 103, 104, or 120-130 T's (i.e., rows in which 2, 101,
sententialvariables are assigned the value "True"), like disjunction on rows
with 3, 4, 5,6, and 70-100 T's, and like some highlyirregularconnective on
all other rows. Does this connective have "the same meaning" in all rows of
its truth-table(correlates of models)? Is therea natural connection between
the way it behaves in rows with 100 T's, rows with 101 T's and rows with 102
T's? But this logical operator is sanctioned by Feferman, and for a good
reason. What makes it "the same operator in all rows" is the criterionof
or
logicalityforsententialoperators, i.e., the fact that it is a truth-functional
a Boolean operator.
I should also note that the sententialconnectivein the citation fromFeferman above is not a logical connective of sententiallogic on myversion of the
Tarski-Sher thesis. This is because mylogicalitycriterionforsententiallogic
is the usual Boolean or truth-functional
criterion,and thiscriteriondoes not
sanction operators that take into account thingsother than the truth-value
of their arguments; in particular, it does not sanction operators that take
into account thingslike universesof discourse and theirfeatures.
As forpredicate logic, here sententialconnectives can be licensed in two
ways: throughthe logicalitycriterionfor sentential operators and through
the logicalitycriterionforpredicativeoperators. When introduced through
the former,they cannot behave like Feferman's connective, for the reason
noted above. (When used in open formulas, through the Tarskian definition of truth for predicate logic, this definitiondetermines that they can
only coincide with predicative operators that do not take the cardinality
of the universe of their argument-structuresinto account. For example,
"
"
coincides with the
in contexts like "Bx & Cx" or "Bx & Cy", &
or Cartesian-product-in-allobjectual operator intersection-in-all-universes
universes,respectively.)When introduced throughthe lattercriterion,they
are introducedas objectual logical operators that turninto sententiallogical
operators in closed-sentence contexts. Such operators are logical due to
theirformality,and they receive theirinternal unityfromtheircharacteristic traitof distinguishingonly formal featuresof theirargument-structures,
including theiruniverses. Not all featuresof the universe of an argumentstructureare formal,but itscardinalityis, and thereforelogical operators are
in principlesensitiveto this feature.The predicativecorrelate of Feferman's
logical connective might,at firstblush, seem "monstrous", but in fact it is
theoreticallysound.
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While Feferman's specific objections are unwarranted,the question still
arises whether,assuming part (ii) of logicality is satisfied,formalityis a
condition forlogical constants or only a necessary
necessary-and-sufficient
condition. My considered view is this: If the question is "Which logical
constants should we include in the logical systemwe are working with?",
timeswe should
then thisquestion has multipledimensions,and at different
are
most important
on
what
dimensions
make different
decisions, depending
to us and what our goals are at those times. The logicality criterionby
itself does not sufficeto determine our choice and other, e.g., pragmatic
considerations, might play a role, leading us to limit the logical constants
licensed by logicality to, say, the standard logical constants. But if the
question is "Which choice of logical constantswill give riseto a logical system
whose consequences transmittruth from premises to conclusion with an
especially strongmodal forcein all fieldsof knowledge?", then,I believe, the
answer is that any choice of logical constants satisfyinglogicality will do.
From this perspectiveour criteriondemarcates a maximalist conception of
a conception of a familyof logical
logicalityunder a unifiedtheme,formality,
each
of
which
satisfies
logic's designated role in a partial manner.
systems,
And with respect to this conception, our criterion sets a necessary-andsufficient
condition on logicality.One importantcredentialof thiscriterionis
itsplayinga significantrole in a substantive,unifiedfoundationof logic (rather
than being an ad hoc criterionor a criterionintegratedinto a piecemeal or
trivialaccount of logic).
It should be noted that using the formalitycriterionto expand logic, and
in particular lst-order logic, has advantages that go beyond the purview
of this paper. For example, ISOM (the invariance-under-isomorphismcriterion, or the formalitycriterion of logicality- see Section 2 above) has
provento yield extremelyfruitfuland interestingresults,involving"generalized" quantifiers,in mathematicsand linguistics.Generalized quantifiersare
quantifierslike "most" and "indenumerablymany" thatlikethestandard lstorder quantifiers,V and 3, representformaloperators (properties,relations,
functions)of level 2 and are used in conjunction with lst-order (individual)
variables. Working within the frameworkof generalized logic has led to
importantresultsin model-theoryand abstractlogic, includingLindström's
[1974] seminal characterizationof standard lst-orderlogic, proofs thatstandard lst-order logic is not the strongestcomplete logic (Keisler [1970] and
others), work on generalized quantifiersin finiteand infinitemodels (see
Barwise and Feferman [1985] and Väänänen [1997], [2004]). It has also led
to importantresultsin linguisticsemantics (for recentwork and references
see Peters and Westerstâhl[2006]).
Our next step in working out the grounding of logic concerns the reality
of the formal,the discipline by which it is studied, and the joint grounding
of logic and mathematicsin it.
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4. A structuralistfoundationforlogic & its connectionto mathematics. If
our theoryis right,logic is grounded in formallaws governingthebehavior of
objects (properties,relations,functions,statesof affairsor situations), actual
and formallypossible. An adequate logical theorybased on these principles
requires the resources of a background theory of formal structure. This
theorywill determinethe totalityof formally-possiblestructuresof objects
(basis forstructures/models),the totalityof formalfeaturesof objects (basis
forlogical constants), and the universal laws governingformalfeaturesand
formally-possiblestructuresof objects (basis for logical laws and ground
of logical consequences). Traditional philosophy, with its foundationalist
mindsetand its resultingban on circularityof any kind, does not allow logic
to be connected to other theoriesin this way,but foundational holism does.
The question arises: Which theoryin our systemof knowledge does, or at
least can, play the role of a background theoryof formalstructureforlogic?
Before we can answer this question, however,we need to consider a more
basic question. In order forany theoryto study the laws governingformal
featuresof objects (actual and potential), objects (including actual objects)
must have formalfeatures.Our firstquestion, therefore,concerns the reality
of theformal. Some philosophers, especially extremenominalists, contest
the reality of the formal, and this issue has been widely debated in the
literature.I will not be able to go into the diverse
philosophy-of-mathematics
views expressed on this topic here; instead, I will offerone basic, rather
common-sensical, argumentforthe realityof the formal. One way in which
mytask is easier than thatof otherphilosophers who mightattemptto defend
the realityof the formal (in the objectual sense) is that I am not required
to defend the existence offormal individuals. This follows froma corollary
of our characterization of formality(in both its general and mathematical
formulations):
There are no formalindividuals.

(FI)

To see whythisis so, let us tryto apply formality to individuals. First,we
see that formality does not apply to individuals directly.Since individuals
have no arguments,theycannot be differentiated
according to what features
of theirargumentsthey take (do not take) into account. So, the formality
criteriondoes not sanction theformalityof any individuals. Second, when we
use thiscriterionto check the formalityof individuals indirectly,by checking
whetherthe identityof individuals is invariant under isomorphisms,42the
criterion gives a negative result: Given any individual c and a structure
{A, c), thereis a structure(A', c') such that (A1,c') = (A, c) yetc' ^ c.43
42Inthesensethatifa structure
witha givenindividual
isisomorphic
toanother
structure,
thenthesameindividual
in
both.
appears
43 Another to viewthisindirect
testis as testing
whether
the 1-placelst-level
(i)
way
is formal.
itisnot.
"isidentical
to c", wherec is a fixedindividual,
Clearly,
property
offormality
as well.
from
ournon-technical
characterization
(ii) Notethat(FI) follows
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It follows that to ground logic in the formal (in our sense), one has to
establish the realityofformalfeatures but not the existence offormal individuals. This, as we will see below, positions us in an interestingsituation
vis-à-vis nominalists: someone who is a nominalist with respect to individuals can accept our foundational account of logic as grounded in the formal
featuresof realityor in the laws governingthese features.
So far we have assumed that realityhas formalfeatures. But does it have
such features? To defend the reality of formal features,assume they are
not real. What does this assumption mean? Given our understandingof
formality(Section 2 above), it means that objects in the world are neither
identical to themselvesnor different
fromany other objects, that collections
of objects have no size, that propertiesof objects do not formunions and
intersections,that relations of objects exhibit no formal patterns (e.g., no
relations are reflexive,symmetric,or transitive),and so on. These claims,
however,are quite unreasonable. Take the students in my recent graduate
seminar. It is hard to deny that the studentsand I are real, that the students
are each identical to him-/her-selfand different
fromme, that the students
and I form a collection of individuals of a definite cardinality,that the
properties of being a student and being a professor have a union and an
intersection,that the students stand in the reflexive,symmetric
, and nontransitiverelation "x takes a common seminar with y", and so on.44 So
if my students and I are real, and if we have the lst-level properties and
relations mentioned above, and if these properties and relations have the
2nd-level properties mentioned above, then objects in the world do have
formalfeatures,and such featuresare real.
But if formal featuresare real, then they,like other featuresof objects,
potentially exhibit regularitiesand are governed by laws. And there are
good reasons for believing that featureslike identity,cardinality,intersection, union, reflexivity,
transitivity,
symmetry,and so on, are not irregular
or lawless. So, even ifyou startas a nominalistwith respectto individuals,it
will be hard foryou to denythattheindividuals you sanction have formalfeatures (self-identity),that theirpropertiesand relationshave formalqualities
(cardinality) and stand in formalconfigurations(union), that these formal
qualities and configurationsexhibitcertain regularitiesand are governedby
certain laws (laws of identity,cardinality,union), and so on. And it is such
formallaws that the theoryof the formalstudies.
Which theory,then, studies the formal? The most natural answer is:
Mathematics. Some, of course, might reject this answer. They might say
that mathematics is purely conventional, or that it is too general and too
criterion
offormality
is concerned,
theresultdoesnot
(iii) As faras themathematical
articulation
inthispaper.(See Lindström
dependonitsspecific
[1966]andTarski[1986].)
commitment
to controversial
Here,again,it is possibleto expressthispointwithout
entities.
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abstract to engage with the world, or that only applied mathematics has
anythingto do with the world (or somethingelse of a similar kind).
First I should say that the issue is not whether all of mathematics is
engaged in studyingthe formal,or even whethersome mathematical theory
is exclusivelyengaged in this study. Mathematics is a broad and diverse
discipline, with multiple goals and interests. The question is whether one
of the significantthingsthat mathematicsdoes is to provide a theoryof the
formal (in our sense). A negative answer to this question would make little
sense. It would be quite strange if thingsin the world and theirproperties
had formalfeatures,say ifpropertiesof objects had cardinalityfeaturesand
these were governed by certain laws, yetmathematiciansexclusivelystudied
other,"unreal" cardinalities,governed by laws that are completelydifferent
fromthose of real cardinalities.
Next, let us turnto the last two objections mentioned above. (Since mathematical conventionalism,like logical conventionalism,is widelythoughtto
be inadequate, thereis no need to address it here.) Once we acknowledge the
existenceof a formallayerof realityand are aware of the strongmodal force
and great generalityof its laws, we see that mathematicsis not too general
or too abstractto engage with its laws, and that "pure" and not only applied
mathematicsmust be concerned with them. This is because accounting for
universal and highlynecessarylaws in a precise mannerand infull generality
requires a highlygeneral and abstract theory something on the order of
"pure" mathematics in the case of formal laws. For example, to state in
completegeneralitythe laws of finitecardinalitieswe need somethingon the
order of an infiniteset. And once an infiniteset is introduced, to state in
completegeneralitythe law governingthe cardinality relation between sets
and power-sets (or the relation between propertiesand power-propertiesit
represents),we need something as general and as abstract as the full-scale
Cantor's theorem.
Now, given the existence of mathematical theoriesthat studysuch laws, it
is reasonable to thinkthat,whetheroriginallybuilt,or intentionallypursued,
for this purpose, they are in a position to serve as background theories of
formalstructureforlogic.
Having identifiedthe basic relation between logic and mathematics, i.e.,
thatlogic is grounded in theformaland theformalis studiedby mathematics,
we can turnto Feferman'sclaim thatour criterionof logicalityis tantamount
to "assimilating logic to mathematics". An examination of both our general
characterization and its precise version, logicality, shows that if by "assimilating" Feferman means "identifying",this claim is inaccurate: on our
account logic and mathematicsstand in a systematicandfruitfulrelationship
to each other but are not identical to each other. They differin at least
two significantthings: (i) subject-matter,and (ii) formalityof theirobjects.
The firstdifferenceis straightforward:Although logic is concerned with the
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world, it approaches it through language. Its direct subject-matteris linguistic (- sentences,inferences,theories), while the directsubject-matterof
mathematical is objectual (- objects and structuresof objects). The second
differenceis more subtle: One significantresult of the invariance criterion
of logicality (noted, e.g., in Tarski [1986]) is that classical mathematical
notions are logical when construed as higher-levelnotions yet non-logical
when construed as lower-levelnotions. In particular,mathematical individuals and many of their lst-level mathematical propertiesdo not satisfythe
formalitypart of this criterion,but their higher-levelcorrelates do. Thus,
as individual-cardinals,2 and Ho are not formal (logical), but as quantifiercardinals (2nd-level entities) theyare; as a relation between individuals, the
membershiprelation (e) is not formal,but as a relation between lower-level
and higher-levelentities (as e.g., in "a is a memberof B", where a is a
0-level object and B is a lst-level object") it is. Tarski concluded that it
is an arbitrarymatter whetherwe regard mathematics as logic, but in my
view he was mistaken. There is a systematicdivision of labor between logic
and mathematics,and the differencebetween mathematical individuals and
their higher-levelcorrelates with respect to formalityis part of it: Mathematics studies the formal (largely) throughmathematical individuals and
their properties (which are strictlyspeaking not formal), while logic uses
formal operators (which, for the most part, are higher level correlates of
lower level mathematical objects) to develop a method for valid reasoning
and inference.
Now, one may ask why in studyingthe formal, mathematicscommonly
uses lower-level(or lst-order) theories. Why,ifthe formal(largely)resideson
the level of propertiesof properties,does mathematicsstudyit on the level of
individuals and theirproperties?For example, whydoes mathematicsstudy
cardinalities,which are 2nd-levelproperties,by means of lst-ordertheories,
like Peano Arithmeticand ZFC, which construe them as individuals? And
can such theoriesprovide accurate knowledge of the formal?
The answer to the last question is positive: although lst-ordermathematical theories cannot not provide accurate knowledge of the formal directly,
theycan do so indirectly.As forthe "why" question, the key to answering
it lies in the observation that theories, qua theories, are creations of the
mind, and the more intricatethe mind is, the more likely (and capable) it
is to devise indirectyet fruitfuland correct accounts of reality. Thinking
in functional terms, it is easy to see what kind of advantage such an indirect study might have. Suppose we, humans, work betterwith systemsof
individuals than with systems of higher-levelobjects, i.e., for one reason
or another, we are more competent in discoveringregularitiesand systematizing them when we work with lower-levelconcepts. Then, it would be
advantageous for us to study the formal on that level. This we could do
by, say, constructinga lst-level model of reality (in the everydaysense of
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"model"), or of those parts/aspects of reality we wish to study. For example, we would create a lst-order arithmetictheory that would study the
(higher-level)laws of cardinalitythroughtheirlst-levelcorrelatesand in this
way would provide an indirectaccount of these laws, lst-order arithmetic
(if correct) would then be connected to realityin a systematicmanner, but
its connection to realitywould be indirect.True lst-ordermathematicaltheories of higher-levelphenomena would be true of realityless directlythan
true lst-ordertheories of lst-level phenomena, but theywould be true of it
just as much.
Figuratively,we can representthe differencebetween direct and indirect
connection to reality in terms of direct and indirect,or simple and composite, reference(using numerical superscriptsto distinguishtypes of linguistic/ontological elements,and differentkinds of arrows to distinguishes
different
referencerelations and constituentsof such relations):45
Language:
World:

Language:
Posit:

Simple Reference
Individual Constants0
1
Individuals0

Properties1

Composite Reference
Individual Constants0

Predicates1

i
Individuals0
I

World:

Predicates1

Properties2

i

1
Properties1
I
Properties3

One can discern certain similaritiesbetween our conception of mathematical truthand that of some fictionalists(e.g., Field's [1989]). In particular,
both view mathematicalindividuals as fictions(of some kind). But thereare
very significantdifferencesas well: On the fictionalistaccount realityhas
no genuinelyformal features,while on the present account it does; for the
fictionalist,lst-order arithmetictheorems are false, whereas on the present
account theyare true; according to the fictionalist,applied arithmetictheorems are conservative extensions of physical truths, but on the present
account theyare applications of formaltruths.We may say that ifyou know
how to connect them to reality,the laws of lst-ordermathematicsdo not lie

ofthisaccount.I wouldliketo thankStewart
45Hodes[1984]is a precursor
Shapirofor
this
out
to
me.
pointing
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But if mathematics studies the formal indirectly,through lst-order theories, the question arises: Where, exactly,does the formal enter into (lstorder) mathematical theories? My answer is: Through structures,lst-order
mathematical theories study the formal by studying mathematical structures. Numerical individuals are not formal,but numerical structures,i.e.,
structuresof numerical individuals, are. The same holds forset-theoretical
structures:a set as an individual is not formal,but a set-theoreticstructure
is. The mark of formalityformathematicalstructuresis the same as that for
logical operators: invarianceunderisomorphisms.A mathematicalstructure
preserves its mathematical identityunder isomorphisms. Both in the case
of mathematical structuresand in the case of formal operators we can say
Two isomorphic systemsof the
that identityis identity-up-to-isomorphism.
natural numbers are identical (as natural-numberssystems), regardless of
whethertheiruniversesconsist of the same individuals. In this sense, mathematical systems,like logical operators, do not distinguishthe identityof
individuals. Mathematics studies the formal throughan ontology of structures whose individuals representformal featuresof objects through their
role in structures,and the laws governingthese structuresare the mathematical representationsof the laws governingformalfeaturesof objects.
It is readily seen that the formalityof mathematicson our account bears
certain significantsimilaritiesto its structurality
in the sense of structuralist
of
mathematics.
This
is
reflected
in,e.g., thecentrality
philosophies
similarity
of isomorphismforboth. Its centralityformathematicalstructuralismcomes
into view in the followingcitation fromShapiro:
No matterhow it is to be articulated,structuralismdepends on a
notion of two systemsthat exemplifythe "same" structure.That
is its point .... [W]e need to articulate a relation among systems
that amounts to "have the same structure".
There are several relations that will do forthis .... The firstis
isomorphism,a common (and respectable) mathematical notion.
Two systemsare isomorphic if thereis a one-one correspondence
fromtheobjects and relationsof one to theobjects and relationsof
the otherthatpreservetherelations
Informally,itis sometimes
said that isomorphism "preservesstructure". [1997, pp. 90-91]
And even those who do not identifyisomorphismwith structure-identity
regard it as verycentral to structuralism.Resnik [1997], forexample, regards
mathematical structuresas representingpatterns of objects having properties and standing in relations, and isomorphism he regards as representing
congruence of structures,where "congruence is the strongest"of all "equivalence relationshipswhich occur between patterns", [ibid.,p. 209]46The close
connection between the formaland the structuralis yetanother aspect of the
46Inverted
orderofpartsofa sentence.
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link between logic and mathematicson our account. Mathematical individuals represent(2nd-level) formalpropertiesthroughtheirrole in structures,
and the laws governingthem in these structuresrepresentthe formal laws
groundinglogic.
The great foundational systemsof the late 19th- and early 20th-century
drew a close connection between logic and mathematics. Searching for
a certain (solid) foundation for mathematics, logicism sought to ground
mathematicsin logic, intuitionismsought to ground both mathematicsand
logic in mental construction, and (proof-theoretic) formalism sought to
ground both in syntax. Two ways in which the present proposal diverges
fromthese traditional approaches are (i) in shiftingits focus to a foundation
for logic, and (ii) in replacing the traditional foundationalistmethodology
by a new, holistic (yet still foundational) methodology. But rather than
breaking away fromthe old logic-mathematicsconnection, it draws us back
to it, albeit with a new understanding.
Methodologically, a joint account of logic and mathematics has a clear
advantage over disjoint accounts: it reduces two philosophical mysteries
the nature of logic and the nature of mathematics- to one, and it saddles
us with one foundational task instead of two. A joint account can take
severalforms;threeof these are: (i) logicism- a reductionof mathematicsto
logic, (ii) mathematism a reduction of logic to mathematics,and (iii) third
element a grounding of both logic and mathematics in a third element,
which in our case is the structuralor the formal. (We can call this "logicomathematical structuralism".) Briefly,we can compare these three options
as follows:
Logicism: Although logicism has the advantages of a distinguishedancesrichbody of literature,and importantattemptsat renovation,
try,familiarity,
itis highlyproblematicfromthepoint of view of a foundationforlogic. Logicism uses logic to explain and ground mathematics,but it leaves logic itself
unexplained and ungrounded. Some philosophers tried to pair the logicist
foundation of mathematicswith a conventionalistfoundation forlogic, but
logical conventionalism,as we have noted above, is highlyproblematic. So
far,to the best of my knowledge, there is no adequate foundation for logic
withinlogicism.
Mathematism: Mathematism has the same methodological advantage as
logicism (though without the distinguished ancestry and the rich body of
literature),and it may have betterprospects fora joint foundationdue to the
existenceof several substantiveaccounts of mathematicsthat do not put the
main burden of explanation on logic (e.g., mathematical Platonism, mathematical naturalism, and mathematical structuralism). Still, I do not know
of any well-developed (let alone successful) attemptat a joint mathematist
foundation. Of the non-logicists accounts of mathematics, structuralism
appears to me the most promising,but I preferto construe it as fallingunder
the "thirdelement" category.
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: The thirdoption is to forma common
Logico-mathematicalStructuralism
foundation for logic and mathematicsbased on a thirdthingthat grounds
both in interrelatedyetdifferent
ways. The presentproposal falls under this
mathematics
and logic in the same thing,theformal or
category,grounding
the structural(in the objectual sense). The structuralityof logic and mathematics, on this account, consists in theirdiscerningonly formalpatterns-.
formalpatternsof objects in mathematics,and formalpatternsof linguistic
expressions in logic. The latterground logical truthand inference,and are
themselvesgrounded (in a composite manner) in laws governingthe former.
In addition to the link between formalityand structurality,
thereare other
of
between
the
"formalist"
account
of logic and
similarity
present
points
structuralistaccounts of mathematics. Three of these are: (i) tendency
toward realism (e.g., Resnik [1997] and Shapiro [1997]), (ii) rejection of
foundationalism and endorsement of holism (e.g., Resnik and Shapiro),
(iii) attributionof strong modal force to mathematical/logical laws (e.g.,
Hellman [1989]). However, the idea of extendingmathematical structuralism to logic, or of having a common structuralistfoundationforboth logic
and mathematics,has not been thoroughlyexamined by mathematicalstructuralists. For thisreason, and because of theconsiderable variabilityof views
let us put theconnection between"logamong mathematicalstructuralists,47
ical formalism"(our approach) and mathematicalstructuralismaside at this
point and proceed with the interrelationbetween logic and mathematics
independentlyof it.
The interplaybetween logic and mathematics,on the presentaccount, is a
continuous process, integralto both disciplines: mathematicsprovides logic
with a background theoryof formal structure,logic provides mathematics
with an inferentialframeworkfor the development of theories (of formal
structureand possibly other things). Functionally,we can describe thisprocess as proceeding in stages: Startingwith a rudimentarylogic-mathematics
that studies some verybasic formaloperations like complementation,union,
intersection,inclusion, and so on, we create the resources for the development of a simple logical system (something on the order of sentential or
syllogisticlogic). This logic helps us to develop a more sophisticatedmathematics. Then, being motivated by methodological problems arising in this
mathematics (e.g., problems of axiomatization) and using some of its resources (e.g., set-theoreticalresources), we develop a more powerful and
systematiclogical system (on the order of axiomatized lst-orderlogic with
standard logical constants). Next, using this system as a frameworkfor
mathematics,we develop rigorousaxiomatizations of mathematicaltheories
(like arithmeticand Euclidean geometry)as well as rigorous general theories of formalstructure(like axiomatic set theory). Using this sophisticated
47Which
inaddition
tothosementioned
include,
above,Parsons[2008],Chiimportantly
llara[1990],Reck.[2003],andothers.
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theory,we can proceed to develop a systematicdefinitionof logical consequence (like the Tarskian or model-theoreticdefinition)and a systematic
criterionof logicality(like theinvariance-under-isomorphism
criterion),and
based on these we can create an expanded lst-order logical framework,
say, somethinglike "generalized" lst-order logic (Mostowski [1957], Lindström [1966], Keisler [1970], and others). This expanded logic mightenable
us in the futureto develop a more sophisticatedmathematics,and so on.
We are nearing the end of our foundational outline. We have explained in
some detail our thesisthatlogic is grounded in realityand we have delineated
an account of the relationbetweenlogic and mathematicsconcordant withit.
Let us finishwitha briefdiscussion of threepertinentissues: the normativity
of logic, the traitsof logic, and errorand revisionin logic.
Normativity.The source of the normativityof logic, on the present account, is its truth. There is a sense in which truthis not just a property
of statements/theoriesbut also a cognitive value, parallel to moral value
in the practical domain. Following Williams [2002], we will call this value
"truthfulness";here, we are interestedprimarilyin cognitivetruthfulness.
Cognitive truthfulnessis a central value in the intersectionof ethics and
epistemology,and every discipline that upholds this value is a normative
discipline. Since logic, like most other disciplines, aims at truth(something
that was reflected,in the presentfoundational study,in our emphasis on its
veridicality),it is a normativediscipline.
The view that truthis a central source of epistemic normativityand that
all veridical disciplines are, therefore,epistemicallynormativecan be traced
to Frege:
Any law asserting what is, can be conceived as prescribingthat
one ought to thinkin conformitywith it, and is thus in that sense
a law of thought. This holds forlaws of geometryand physicsno
less than forlaws of logic. (Frege [1893, p. 12]).
MacFarlane elucidates this view as follows:
On Frege's view, ... it is a featureof all descriptivelaws [thatthey
are normative],. . . [C]onsider the "game" of thinkingabout the
physical world (not just grasping thoughts, but evaluating them
and deciding which to endorse). . . . "[M]oves" in this gamejudgments- can be assessed as correct or incorrect. Judgments
about the physical world are correct to the extentthat theircontentsmatch the physical facts. Thus, although the laws of physics
are descriptivelaws- they tell us about (some of) these physical
facts- theyhave prescriptiveconsequences foranyone engaged in
the "game" of thinkingabout the physical world: such a thinker
ought not make judgments that are incompatible with them. Indeed, insofar as one's activityis to count as making judgments
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about the physical world at all, it must be assessable for correctness in lightof the laws of physics. In thissense, the laws of physics
provide constitutivenorms for the activityof thinkingabout the
physicalworld. (MacFarlane [2002. pp. 36-37]).
In the case of logic, its laws concern a special type of consequence (truth,
consistency),one that occurs in all fieldsof knowledge,and thereforeitsnormativeforceencompasses the activitiesof inferring,
asserting,and theorizing
in all fields. In Frege's words:
From the laws of [logic]48therefollow prescriptionsabout asserting, thinking,judging, inferring[in general]. (Frege [1918, p. 1])
A distinctiveaspect of Frege's (and our) account of cognitivenormativity
is the connection between the descriptive and the prescriptive. A clear
explanation is given,once again, by MacFarlane:
Frege . . . says that logic, like ethics, can be called a "normative
science" [1979, p. 128]. For although logical laws are [descriptive
and] not prescriptivein their content, they imply prescriptions
.... For example, [they imply that] one ought not believe both
a proposition and its negation. Logical laws, then, have a dual
aspect: theyare descriptivein theircontent but implynorms for
thinking. (MacFarlane [2002, p. 36])
Now, although the source of logic's normativity,on our account as on
Frege's, is the same as that of other disciplines, this does not mean that
logic's normativityis the same as theirsin other respects as well. We have
already noted that the normativityof logic has a broader scope than that of
physics. We have also seen thatitsnormativityis grounded in a different
type
of truththan that of physics,i.e., in formal truth. Finally, we can see that
logic's normativityis in a certain sense stronger,deeper, and more transparent than that of other disciplines. The transparencyof logic's normativityis
due to logic's subject-matter:logic deals with assertions,theories,and inferences directly,ratherthan indirectly,throughtheirobjects, and in so doing
it carries its normativityon its sleeve, so to speak. As for the strengthof
logic's normativity,this belongs to a cluster of traitsthat have traditionally
been associated with logic and are best discussed as a group.
Traits. Logic has been traditionallycharacterized as formal,highlygeneral, topic neutral, basic, modally strong,highlynormative,a-priori,highly
certain, and analytic. As a foundational holist and a believerin the need to
ground logic not just in the mind (or language) but also in reality,I reject
the characterization of logic as analytic. But aside fromthis and a modification of its characterization as apriori, the present account affirmsall the
traditional traitsof logic.
48
butforhimthelawsoflogicarethelawsoftruth.
Fregesays"Fromthelawsoftruth",
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Formality,on the presentaccount, is logic's key trait,and all its other traditional traitsare closely connected to it. The connection between formality
(in our sense) and generalitywas pointed out by Tarski [1986]. The higher
the degree of invariance of a given notion, the more general it is; and the
largerthe class of transformationsunder which a given notion is invariant,
the higherits degree of invariance. It follows fromthese principlesthat since
logical notions have a higherdegree of invariance than physical,biological,
psychological, and many othernotions, theyare more general.49Turningto
topicneutrality.The formalityof logic, i.e., the factthatithas a higherdegree
of invariance than that of other disciplines,ensures that it abstracts from(is
indifferent
to, does not notice) theirdistinctivesubject-matters.As a result,
logic is applicable to other disciplines regardless of their "topic": i.e., logic
is topic neutral. If it works in one science, it works in all. The formality,
i.e., strong invariance, of logic also means that logic does not distinguish
between objects and situations that are physically(nomically) possible and
those thatare physicallyimpossible yetformallypossible, while physicsdoes.
As a result,logical laws hold in a broader space of possibilitiesthan physical
laws: logical laws hold in physicallyimpossible yet formallypossible states
of affairswhile physical laws do not. This means that logic has an especially
strongmodalforce.
Furthermore, since the scope of formal- hence logical- laws properly
includes that of nomic laws, the natural and social sciences have to take
into account, and indeed obey, the laws of logic, but not the other way
around. In this sense logic is more basic than these disciplines. Now,
this basicness is mirroredin logic's strongnormativeforce. It follows from
the fact that the natural and social sciences are subject to the authorityof
logic but not vice versa that logic has a strongernormative force. Turning, next to the certaintyof logic, let us note firstthat logic is highly
certain in a particular sense. It is not that people are unlikely to make
errors in applying logical laws, but that logical laws are less likely to be
refutedby scientificdiscoveries than other laws. This does not mean that
logic is immune to discoveries altogether (recall Russell's discovery of a
paradox in Frege's logic), or that it is completely immune to discoveries
in other disciplines (interconnectedness of fields of knowledge). But it
means that logic is more shielded from new results than other sciences.
Once again, this is connected to its formalityor stronginvariance. Formal,
hence logical, operators are indifferent
to most aspects of reality; as a result, investigationsconcerning those aspects are relativelyunlikelyto give
rise to a new theory of formal structure,one that undermines our current
logic.
Concerning the traditional characterization of logic as apriori, this is often explained by its strong modal force and/or its analyticity. I share the
49Forthesakeofbrevity.
I comparelogic'straits
sciences.
onlytothoseofthephysical
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view that logic has a strongmodal force,but not the view that this requires
absolute apriority. The category of absolute apriori makes sense within a
foundationalistframework,but not withina holisticframework.Traditional
apriorismrequiresabsolute independence fromempiricalconsiderations,but
foundational holism allows only relativeindependence (although it does allow considerable independence). On the foundational holistic account developed in this paper, logic is largelyimmune to empirical considerations,
but not completelyimmune. This, too, is connected to its formality,in
much the same way as its considerable certainty(noted above). The features of objects that logic takes into account are too abstract to be directly
investigatedby empirical methods; therefore,thereis priorityto reason over
sense-perceptionin acquiring logical (formal) knowledge. But being largely
based on reason is not being exclusivelybased on reason. Logic is therefore
quasi- ratherthan absolutelyapriori.
Errorand revisionin logic. We have discussed the traditionaltraitsof logic
and explained its strongnormativity.Our view of logic as ¿¡rttOM-apriori
and
less than absolutely certain, however,requires us to address another issue:
errorand revisionin logic. As a preliminarylet me note that viewing logic
as a veridical discipline is not the same thing as viewing it as immune to
error. Logical theories, like any other theories, can be mistaken (contain
errors), but this does not disqualify them frombeing veridical. A theoryis
veridical if it (i) aims at truth(where truthrequires a systematicconnection
with reality), (ii) uses truth as a central standard for its judgments, and
(iii) provides substantial tools forchecking the truthof itsjudgments. And
logic, on our account, satisfiesall these requirements. Some might think
that logic is immune to error as a result of its strong modal force. They
mightreason that since logical truthsare necessary- i.e., necessarilytruetheycannot be false. But the view that theories whose claims have a strong
modal force are infallible is simply wrong. The formal necessity of the
logical laws does not implythat logic is infallibleany more than the nomic
necessityof thephysicallaws impliesthatphysicsis infallible.Newtonian and
Einsteinian laws do not differin theirmodal status, but theydo (according
to contemporaryphysics) differin theirtruth.We can be wrong about what
the laws of nature are without being wrong about the modal status of such
laws. And the same holds forlogic.
What are some of the possible sources of error in logic? One potential
source is its background theory of formal structure. If the laws governing
formalconfigurationsof propertiesand situationsare different
fromwhatour
currentbackground formaltheorysays theyare, theremightbe errorsin our
logic. Such errorsmightjustifyrevision. Another potential source of erroris
the choice of logical constants. If we select "is taller than" or "is a property
of humans" as logical constants, we will mistake material consequences for
logical ones, and if we de-select the existentialand universal quantifiersas
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logical constants, we will mistake logical consequences for material ones.
A third source of errormight lie in the construction of our system. If we
construct models as ranging over physically-possiblestructuresof objects
(instead of formally-possiblestructuresof objects), we will mistake physical
laws forlogical laws. Errors of all these kinds would provide a sound reason
forrevisionin logic.
Other revisionsin logic could be pragmatic: suppose no veridical considerations favor one logical theory over another, but pragmatic or methodological considerations do; then, as holists, we can judiciously use such
considerations to motivate revision. What about experience? What role, if
any,can experience play in discoveringerrorand initiatingrevisionin logic?
Although abstract theoreticalconsiderations play a greaterrole in revision
in logic than empiricalconsiderations,we cannot rule out the possibilitythat
empiricaldiscoveriesof "a veryfundamentalnature" mightsignificantlyimpact logic. Something along those lines was suggested by Tarski in a letter
to Morton White:
Axioms of logic are of so general a nature that they are rarely
affectedby . . . experiencesin special domains. However, ... I can
imagine thatcertainnew experiencesof a veryfundamentalnature
may make us inclined to change just some axioms of logic. And
certain new developments in quantum mechanics seem clearly to
indicate this possibility. (Tarski [1987, pp. 31-32])
One has to be careful in attributingto an author a view informallydelineated in a personal letter;so I will speak only formyself.Due to the strong
invariance of the formal,formallaws are not directlydiscoverable by empirical methods. But the possibilitythat some combination of experientialand
theoreticalconsiderations might suggest the superiorityof some theory of
formalstructureover another, and throughthis, of one logic over another,
cannot be ruled out. Due to the special nature of logic, theoretical considerations will always carry more weight than experientialconsiderations,
but we allow the possibilitythatproblems/discoveriesin physicsmightpoint
beyondthemselves,so to speak, to somethingmore abstract. In particular,
we allow the possibilitythat a problem in physicspoints to a problem in one
of physics' background theories,including its formalor logical background
theory. Finally, we should not forgetthat failed instantiations,including
failed empirical instantiations,can pose a challenge (albeit a defeasible challenge) to abstract laws.
It is importantto emphasize, however,that allowing experience a limited
role in the revisionof logic does not, by itself,renderlogic contingent(in the
way the natural and social sciences are). Nor does it interferewithits strong
invariance. We can replace our logical theory by another with an equally
strongmodal force and equally invariantnotions, whetherwe do so based
on purelytheoreticalor partlyempirical considerations.
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Needless to say,the revisabilityof logic extends to the philosophy of logic,
including our own foundational account. One specificfeaturethat has been
subject to proposals forrevisionis our invariance criterionof logicality.Feferman[1999], forexample, called forthe replacementof invariance-under; Bonnay [2008] and othisomorphismsby mvarmncQ-undQr-homomorphisms
ers offeredother alternatives.50These proposals require, of course, serious
consideration, but the philosophical bar our investigationset on such revisions is quite high. In particular,not everycriterionof logicalityis equally
conducive to a unified,substantive,theoreticalfoundation forlogic.
This concludes our outline of a foundationforlogic. I hope the attemptin
this paper to devise a foundational methodology and develop a substantive
(albeit incomplete) foundation for logic based on it will encourage others
to engage in this field of investigationand expand it beyond mathematical
logic.
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